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DISCLAIMER
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has been diligent in ensuring that the material and methods
addressed in this report reflect prevailing occupational health
and safety and industrial hygiene practices. It is possible,
however, that certain procedures discussed will require
modification because of changing federal, state, and local
regulations, or heretofore unknown developments in research.
AIHA disclaims any liability, loss, or risk resulting directly or
indirectly from the use of the information and/or theories
discussed in this report. Moreover, it is the reader’s responsibility
to stay informed of any changing federal, state, or local
regulations that might affect the material contained herein, and
the policies adopted specifically in the reader’s workplace.
Specific mention of manufacturers and products in this report
does not represent an endorsement by AIHA.
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Preface
Protecting Worker Health through Sensor
Technologies
The current pace of science and technology development is widely acknowledged to
be advancing at exponential levels. This rate of change has enormous implications
for advanced sensors in the workplace and their potential to improve the protection
of worker health. We are now at an inflection point: the convergence of technology
and market trends has enabled a sensors renaissance and created a window of
opportunity for the field of Industrial Hygiene and Occupational Hygiene (IH/OH).
To effectively engage in this new era, IH/OH professionals and allied stakeholders
need to understand these enabling technology shifts and act, together. We, as
a community, can help decide how best to accelerate the adoption of the most
promising and appropriate sensing technologies in the next few years and beyond.
The American Industrial Hygiene Association (AIHA) sees a great opportunity for
the entire IH/OH community to develop strategies to prioritize areas for sensor and
instrument development; validate and test new technologies; and establish the
protocols, training, and regulations to ensure their effective use (Figure 1).
Figure 1 – Industrial Hygiene Stakeholder Community for Sensor Adoption
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The report provides a basic understanding of the rapidly changing sensing technology
landscape, along with insights about the current state-of-the-art. To avoid the
hype and information overload that can be associated with a topic as dynamic and
all-encompassing as “sensors,” this report focuses on IH/OH-relevant issues and
examples. Those seeking more detail can find them in the many resources provided
in the appendix. We hope that this report is informative, and that it encourages the
IH/OH community to work with AIHA to seize the opportunity presented by the new
world of sensing.

Introduction
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Introduction
“Protecting Worker Health through Sensor
Technologies”
In 2014, the American Industrial Hygiene Association (AIHA) assessed several major
strategic and emerging trends that will directly and significantly impact the field of
Industrial Hygiene and Occupational Hygiene (IH/OH). AIHA identified the rapidly
changing world of sensing as a significant trend and an area worthy of research,
understanding, and leadership by AIHA. In response, in 2015, AIHA launched a new
strategic research initiative, “Protecting Worker Health through Sensor Technologies.”
For this initiative, AIHA outlined a comprehensive, three-phase effort to

Through this initiative,
AIHA will work to
understand and
address
 ways in which we
can meet today’s
and tomorrow's
industrial hygiene
(IH)/occupational
hygiene (OH)
sensing needs,
 emerging sensing
technologies that
can and should be
used for IH/OH,
 those who will (and
the ways in which
we can) best assess
emerging sensors
for IH/OH, and
 how the future of
sensing will impact
IH/OH practices.
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gain a better understanding of IH/OH practitioner needs and priorities regarding
sensors,
build a knowledge foundation on emerging sensing technologies, and
convene stakeholders to develop a plan that will enable improved adoption of
the most appropriate sensing technologies into the field of industrial hygiene
and occupational health to protect worker health.
Each of the three phases builds on the information gained in previous phases and
seeks to develop—for the benefit of AIHA, its its members, allied professionals, and
other stakeholders in the IH/OH community—a shared understanding of practitioner
priorities, the state-of-the-art and emerging trends in sensors, and the implications
for the IH/OH community.

“AIHA’s engagement
and influence in
this rapidly evolving
sector will help shape
the future of sensor
technology in a way
that aligns with our
member needs, which
ultimately improves
worker health
outcomes. This project
is a testament to the
positive impact and
increased visibility
AIHA members and
staff are creating
well beyond our
profession.“

This report summarizes the findings gathered in the
first two phases of the “Protecting Worker Health
through Sensor Technologies” initiative. The purpose
of this report is provide AIHA, its members, and its
stakeholders with a shared understanding of IH/OH
sensing priorities and what is going on in the broader
world of sensor technologies as a foundational body of
knowledge for a series of activities including Sensors
Summits, and subsequent road mapping and planning
efforts.
This report is organized into two sections. The first
section is an executive summary of the findings
from AIHA’s “Future of Sensors” members and allied
practitioners survey developed and delivered in 2015.
The second section of this report summarizes the
results of a comprehensive review of the sensing
technology landscape and details the technology and
market drivers that are shaping sensor technology
development; profiles relevant, emerging sensors
technologies from a variety of fields; and considers
some of the implications for the IH/OH community.

J. Barry Graffeo
Past Chair, AIHA Content
Portfolio Management
Team (2014)

Figure 2 – The Future of Sensors Initiative
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Practitioner Survey Results –
Executive Summary
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Practitioner Survey –
Executive Summary
The “Future of Sensors”
Practitioner Survey
Sensor technology and survey specialists1 developed the “Future of Sensors”
practitioner survey to gather insights into why and how current sensors and directread instruments are used by IH/OH practitioners, the desired sensor performance
characteristics now and in the future, and the role IH/OH stakeholders can play in the
advancement of sensing technology in IH/OH.
The survey was designed to gather insights on:
respondent demographics
IH/OH current practices and sensor use
current and future sensing needs and perspectives
Statisticians processed and analyzed the survey data using established survey science
practices and tools.2
Survey results—The “Future of Sensors” survey was well received and had high
response rates for an AIHA specialty survey. The following are some summary points,
which are detailed in subsequent slides.
Response rates—In total, 867 people responded to the survey, and 684
respondents completed the entire survey. Only fully completed surveys were
included in the subsequent analyses.
Demographics—Based on the demographic data, the survey respondents make
up a diverse, highly trained professional group with a wide range of IH/OH
experience.

AIHA hosted the
“Future of Sensors”
member survey on an
online survey platform
and opened it for
responses in August
and September 2015.
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Representation—The representation of different organizations and industries
among the respondents effectively match those of the larger AIHA membership
and community.
Analysis—Based on a statistical analysis, there was a high correlation and
consistency among responses to key questions regardless of industry or
organization type, or years of IH/OH involvement. This indicates a high level of
consensus on key topics and issues and allowed for an aggregation of responses
across organization type to be used for analysis and summary results.

The Future of Sensors
Member Survey
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Demographics
Survey respondents were roughly equally represented by small and large employee
count organizations, and those ranging from <$1M to >$1B in revenue. A majority
of respondents were from commercial (37%), government/military (29%), and
consulting (19%) entities. The remaining ~25% of responses came from academics,
independent consultants, nonprofit/institutions, or “other” organization types.
Respondents represented more than 25 distinct industry sectors as noted below.

Industries Represented by Survey Respondents
Manufacturing/Fabrication/Assembly
Oil/Gas/Petroleum
Chemical
Construction
Research Institution/Academic
Service Industry
Multiple Industry-Consulting
Other
Life Science/Pharma
Healthcare/Medical
Mining
Airline/Aviation/Aerospace
Industrial Processing
Utilities/Power
Marine
Military/Government
Emergency Responder/Medical
Agriculture
Fire Fighting
Semiconductor/Nanotechnology Manufacturer
Waste Treatment
Food Production/Processing
Highway/Transportation
Consumer Services

16%
12%
8%
7%
6%
4%

3%

2%
1%

<1%

100%
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A large majority of respondents (>75%) are IH/OH professionals, managers of IH/OH
functions, or are experienced and educated in IH/OH. For example, on average,
respondents have multiple (two or more) IH/OH certifications and over 17 years of
IH/OH experience. But respondents did include a full span of early to later career
professionals. Over 90% of the respondents are actively involved with IH/OH sensing,
with over 50% involved in instruments at a specialist level, and another 40% involved
at the management or operations level at their respective organizations.
Based on the demographic data, this survey gained insight from a diverse, highly
trained professional group with many years of IH/OH experience whose profile and
distribution indicate that they are a very good representation of the larger AIHA
membership and community.

As a whole, the
survey respondents
represent a highly
knowledgeable, skilled,
and diverse group of
IH/OH professionals
actively engaged in
IH/OH sensors and
monitoring programs.

Respondent Profile
Academic Research
Commercial R&D/Product Development
1%
Education/Training
Q6. What
5%is your
4% primary responsibility within
3%
Field Investigation
your organization?
2%
6%
Laboratory

Other
Sales/Marketing
Q2. What is the primary
IH/
industryProfessional
in which your
OH Staff
organization works?

1%

11%

Management

Primary Responsibility/Role

52%
15%

Q2. What is the primary
industry in which your
organization works?
Q4. How many employees are in your organization? 20 Years or more

Occupational Health Professional

Q6. What is your primary responsibility within
your organization?
Q5. Of these employees, what percentage in
the workplace are monitored via sensors and
instruments for potential exposures to
1-5 Years
hazards (physical, chemical, biological?

41.7%

22.1%

Years of Involvement in IH/OH
16.4%

Q4. How many employees are in your organization?

5-10 Years in
Q5. Of these employees, what percentage
the workplace
19.8% are monitored via sensors and
instruments for potential exposures to
10-20 Years
hazards (physical, chemical, biological?
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Practitioner Survey - Results
The survey was designed to explore current IH/OH sensor and direct read instrument
practices, preferred sensor formats and performance attributes, associated areas
for sensor and instrument improvements, and perspectives on the challenges and
opportunities for IH/OH sensing technologies today and in the future. The survey
design allowed for analysis of responses across different demographic groups,
cross-correlation of responses to multiple questions to check for consistency and
outliers, and open text responses to gain more nuanced insights and perspectives.
The results have been analyzed using sound statistical practices and the key findings
and perspectives have been synthesized and summarized for AIHA. The full survey has
been used to inform and focus the Phase 2 - sensor trends and technology landscape
research. The following is an executive summary of some of the key findings from the
survey.

Current Practices
The opening section of the survey was designed to probe for information on current
practices related to IH/OH strategies, compliance standards, and monitoring rates. The
survey found that a significant majority of organizations have formal and established
IH/OH strategies and programs involving sensors and direct read instruments. The
programs are primarily designed to address one of more or the following monitoring
strategies - immediate danger, baseline, compliance, and internal monitoring. Much
less common are organizations that have programs and strategies for monitoring
for long-term health (only 10.1%) and predictive (only 8.8%) monitoring strategies.
Respondents indicated that IH/OH programs primarily seek to address regulatory
(PEL) standards and authoritative (TLV®) guidelines and internal compliance standards
are much less preferred as the primary standard. Over half of respondents said that
they are monitoring less than 20% of their workforce, with only larger for-profit
corporations consistently indicating any higher rates of workforce monitoring.
Survey participants were asked a series of questions related to the hazards being
monitored in their workplaces. Chemical hazards, on average, are consistently the
most actively monitored class of hazards, with particulate and physical hazard
monitoring also being common. Monitoring for biological and radiation hazards was
the least common.
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Relative frequency with which certain hazard types are
actively monitored.
Chemical (aerosols,
explosive/corrosive, etc.)
Particulate (reactive,
non-reactive, etc.)
Physical (noise, vibration,
ergonomics, stress, etc.)
Radiation (ionizing,
non-ionizing, etc.)
Biological (infectious,
toxics, biomonitoring, etc.)

Chemical (aerosols,
While regulatory
explosive/corrosive, etc.)

and compliance monitoring strategies dominate, it is interesting
to note the practice of using non-standard monitoring methods. Respondents, on
Particulate
(reactive,
average,
are equally likely to use a non-reference or surrogate method as part of
Chemical
(aerosols/vapor,
Use surrogates
non-reactive,
etc.)
explosive/corrosive,
etc.)
their monitoring
program, as they are to use a standard method. This is the case Never use surrogates
for(reactive,
particulate,
biological, and physical hazards. The exceptions are radiation, where
Physical Particulate
(noise, vibration,
non-reactive)
ergonomics, stress,
etc.)
reference
methods are preferred, and chemical, where surrogate methods are
preferred.
Radiation (ionizing,
Physical (noise, vibration,

non-ionizing,
etc.) stress, accidents)
ergonomics,
Biological
(infectious,
Biological
(infectious, toxics,
toxics, biomonitoring,
biomonitoring)etc.)

Prevalence of non-reference or surrogate methods to
measure specific hazards

Radiation (ionizing, non-ionizing)

Chemical

mical (aerosols/vapor,
osive/corrosive, etc.)

Particulate

Physical
Radiation
Use surrogates
Never use surrogates

Biological

culate (reactive, non-reactive)

ical (noise, vibration,
nomics, stress, accidents)

ogical (infectious, toxics,
monitoring)

ation (ionizing, non-ionizing)

Chemical

Particulate

Physical

Radiation

Biological
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Sensor Formats and Attributes
Survey participants were asked to report the kinds of equipment they use to monitor
specific hazards. Equipment categories included - Laboratory/research, Fixed
stationary systems, Portable/mobile, Distributed instruments/sensor networks for
large area monitoring, and Wearable.
Across all hazard categories, portable/mobile and wearable systems were the
dominant formats being used for monitoring, with the one exception being
biomonitoring, which uses more lab/research instrument formats. Collectively the use
of portable and wearable formats was three times more common than the use of lab/
research, fixed stationary, and distributed instruments.

Most typically used formats by class of hazard
Chemical (aerosols,
explosive/corrosive, etc.)
Particulate (reactive,
non-reactive, etc.)

Portable
Wearable
Fixed
Lab
Distributed

Physical (noise, vibration,
ergonomics, stress, etc.)
Radiation (ionizing,
non-ionizing, etc.)
Biological (infectious,
toxics, biomonitoring, etc.)

Another series of questions sought to gauge satisfaction with current sensors and
instruments. The most important and recurring performance attributes for IH/OH
sensors and instruments identified were accuracy, specificity, and reliability. These
three traits were rated as the most critical performance attributes for all equipment
categories. Ease of use, calibration, and data collection and analysis are typically the
next highest set of performance priorities. The least important sensor and instrument
characteristics, across all equipment categories, included suitability for use as a
surrogate and the amount of training required. Attributes that varied in importance,
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depending on the equipment category, included cost, durability, suitability for
Occupational Exposure Limit (OEL) monitoring, and coverage. As a desirable attribute,
instrument cost is not considered a top priority when compared to other performance
criteria, with cost consistently ranking 3rd to 5th in priority across most formats.
Respondents also highlighted which performance traits they would most like
to see improved. Accuracy and cost were the two most desired areas for sensor
improvement across all formats. As noted, cost was not a top priority attribute, but
it is seen as an area where substantial improvement could be made, particularly for
laboratory and fixed systems; however, cost improvement was less important for
portable/mobile and wearable formats.

For each sensor or equipment type which characteristics
would you choose to substantially improve?
Accuracy/Specificity/Reliability
Cost
Ease of Use/Calibration
Data Collection/Analysis
Durability
Portability/Wearability
Suitability for OEL
Suitability as Surrogate
Coverage
Training Required

Wearable
Distributed
Portable
Fixed
Lab

When asked "In general, across all sensor and instrument formats, what
characteristics will be most important in the future?" the priorities are largely
the same as they are today. From among a similar set of current top performance
attributes, portability/wearability moved up slightly in future priority. While still
low in priority overall, the greatest changes were expectations that in the future
the coverage/proximity for large area monitoring will be more important, and the
requirement for more training will become more necessary.

Accuracy/Specificity/Reliability
Ease of Use/Calibration
Portability/Wearability
Durability
Data Collection/Analysis
Lower Cost
Suitability for OEL
Suitability as Surrogate
Coverage
Training Required
Other
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Wearable
Distributed
Portable
Fixed
Lab

In the future, what sensor/instrument performance
and use characteristics will be most important?
Accuracy/Specificity/Reliability
Ease of Use/Calibration
Portability/Wearability
Durability
Data Collection/Analysis
Lower Cost
Suitability for OEL
Suitability as Surrogate
Coverage
Training Required
Other

The survey data detailed current practices, common formats, and desired performance
attributes. Some focus areas and priorities clearly emerged. These areas and priorities
were notably consistent regardless of respondent organization type or industry sector.
A reliance on portable and wearable systems, with a requirement for higher levels of
accuracy, specificity, reliability, ease of use and lower cost, define the sensor needs of
this community. However IH/OH professionals will use non-reference methods when
the hazard and the necessity for high rates of accuracy and specificity are required,
and will prioritize performance over cost considerations.
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Perspectives
Open text questions encouraged participants to share their perspectives about IH/
OH sensors and issues. Based on over 250 responses, a simple heuristic was used to
understand what current and emerging hazards are impacting the workplace, for
which there is a lack of adequate sensors and instruments. The following graphic
illustrates the consolidated responses, and as can be seen below, nanoparticles are
considered to be, by far, the hazard least adequately addressed by suitable monitoring
equipment.

What current or emerging hazards are impacting your
organization and for which your organization lacks the
necessary monitoring sensors/instruments?
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In addition to a lack of availability of certain sensors and instruments for
emerging hazards, there are also noted barriers to the adoption of new sensors
and instruments. The biggest barriers to adopting new sensing technologies are
necessary funding to acquire the technology and a lack of knowledge and awareness
about them. Also of top concern is a lack of adequate testing for new sensors and
instruments. The availability of suitable commercial instruments and clear standards
for their use are not substantial barriers, and associated training/demonstration is not
seen as a key barrier.

Barriers to Adopting New Sensor/Instrument
Technology
Funding to acquire new technology
Knowledge about technologies
Adequate testing
Suitable commercial options
Standards for use
Training/demonstration
Other
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Another set of open text questions gathered insights about the single most important
sensor and direct read instrument technology issues facing organizations. The
responses were collated and organized to identify the most commonly mentioned
themes and types of hazardous agents. The graphic below illustrates what are
perceived to be the most important issues and hazards of today. The ability to detect
specific agents in a complex background without interferences is clearly a recurring
theme of high importance, but also of note are the day-to-day operational concerns
such as calibration and maintenance, and the need for better data management
options. Several important sensor performance attributes are noted, and these are
consistent with earlier findings.

What do you see as the single most important sensor
and direct read technology issue facing your
organization today?
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Sensing topics and hazardous agents that are expected to be of singular importance
in the future are shown in the following graphic. While detecting specific agents will
continue to be a primary issue, new challenges like the ability to adequately monitor
multiple, or unknown and new, hazardous agents are expected to emerge as new
challenges. It is interesting to note how hazards like nanoparticles and bioaerosols are
expected to become more dominant hazards in the future. In general, when thinking
about the big issues of the future, respondents mentioned operational issues less
often and specific hazardous agents more often.

What do you see as the single most important sensor
and direct read technology issue your organization
will face in the next 3–5 years?
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Although there are emerging challenges today and in the future, there is an
expectation that certain sensors and related technologies can play an important
role in improving worker health. Respondents believe future wearable and personal
sensors have the greatest potential to improve the protection or worker health.
Relatively lower, but all rated as having similar potential, are sensors with improved
analytics and informatics, advances in analytical instruments (multi-analyte, higher
specificity, accuracy) and Internet enabled devices (smartphone/tablet, data/analysis
to the “cloud”). This suggests that the enhanced role of computing, analytics, and
communication are also expected, by respondents, to play a substantial role in the
future of worker health and safety. Of the options provided, modeling/simulation and
cheap sensor nodes for large area distributed sensing are thought to have the lowest
potential to better protect worker health.
As noted earlier, a lack of knowledge about available and appropriate sensor and
instrument technologies was seen as a leading barrier to the adoption of new
technologies. A final set of survey questions asked about specific topics of interest
to IH/OH practitioners. Participants most wanted to learn about the emerging

Emerging sensors and related technologies that
are expected to provide the greatest potential for
better protecting worker health

Wearable/Personal
Improved Analytics
Advanced Analytical Instruments
Internet Enabled Devices
Modeling/Simulation
Cheap Sensor Nodes
Other
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capabilities of direct read instruments (31%), and the sensors and detectors
incorporated into these instruments (22%). Details about the underlying physics and
chemistry of sensors and the associated instrument analysis and informatics were of
secondary interest (~17%), while distributed sensors and the advanced materials used
in sensors were of lowest interest (~6%). The participants clearly want to understand
which sensor technologies are emerging, but also what these sensors can do, and
how they function. Two of the top issues respondents would like to see explored
involve “prediction using modeling” and “informatics for improved decision making.”
These topics once again underscore an increasing interest in new data and analytics
technologies, and the potential for more predictive monitoring efforts in the future.
In conclusion, this survey gathered consensus on a wide range of current and
emerging IH/OH sensor and monitoring topics. These insights will be used to focus
future research to help inform the IH/OH community about the sensing technologies
that will meet the demand for increased precision and real-world functionality, to
protect worker health today and in the future. This executive summary does not
report on all the questions or data from the full survey, however the topics and
findings of this survey will be presented and explored in more detail in the planned
Sensor Summit.

“This project has
shined a light on
the need to support
industrial hygienists
in their use of 21st
century technologies
to protect worker
health from 21st
century hazards.”
Mary Ann Latko
CAE, CIH, CSP, QEP, FAIHA
Former Managing Director,
AIHA Scientific and
Technical Initiatives

Envisioning Future Opportunities
There was high agreement, across all respondents, about the
most important sensor and instrument performance aspects,
areas for improvement, and barriers to adoption. Emerging
hazards, and technology and knowledge gaps, were also
identified. These are priorities and topical areas, which will
guide and focus further research in this AIHA Future of
Sensors initiative.
25
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Sensing Landscape
– Trends and Technology

Sensing Trends and Technology
Research Approach
The second research phase of the “Protecting Work Health through Sensor
Technologies” initiative was designed to provide AIHA, its members, and the broader
IH/OH community of stakeholders with a foundational knowledge about the state-ofthe-art in relevant sensing technologies. Given the amazing diversity of sensors and
their uses it was important to focus on sensing technology areas and insights which
are relevant to IH/OH, but to do so in ways that offer learning and insights about the
broader trends in the world of sensing. Using the practitioner survey results gathered
in Phase 1 to orient and focus the research effort, a comprehensive systematic
technology landscaping effort was undertaken to look at major trends across various
industry sectors to understand the current and emerging world of sensing and
sensor technologies. By investigating market and technology drivers and sensor
developments going on outside and around the field of IH/OH, AIHA has endeavored
to provide a foundational understanding of today’s evolving sensor technology
landscape in a way that is informative and relevant, but also thought provoking.
This landscape research effort is not, however, intended to be an exhaustive review
of sensors, nor is it designed to provide detailed technical explanations of sensor
technologies and systems already in used within IH/OH fields. Additionally, this
landscape effort is not a definitive study of sensing technology but rather intended
to characterize current trends and technology approaches. As noted, due to the wide
spectrum of sensing applications and sensors, the focus of this section is upon only
those technologies deemed relevant to monitoring priority workplace hazards.
Specific examples of technologies, products, or companies where given have been
chosen for illustrative purposes only to highlight trends and characteristics in a
given sensing area. These selected examples are in no way intended to suggest which
technologies or providers are preferred or superior to others, nor are they in any way
an endorsement by AIHA.
The purpose of this sensor trends and technology landscape effort is to provide a
working group within the IH/OH community with the following:
A broader view and deeper understanding of the emerging world of sensing
A common sensing language and framework for use in subsequent IH/OH
community efforts
An illustrative set of real-world, and IH/OH relevant, sensing technology
examples to inform and inspire future discussions
A consideration of possible implications for the IH/OH practitioner and the
greater IH/OH community over the next 3-5 years
A Phase 2 research summary document that can be combined with the Phase 1
survey results to enable and inform the anticipated AIHA Sensor Summit

AIHA is the ideal
organization to
organize this effort
and convene a
summit on sensors.
Accelerating the
adoption of sensors
will be a process that
requires informed
collaboration.
Dr. Mark D. Hoover
Co-Director, NIOSH Center
for Direct Reading and
Sensor Technologies,
NIOSH/CDC
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To meet the research objectives, sensor and technology intelligence research experts
used a structured and comprehensive technology landscaping approach to gather
data and insights from a myriad of topical and expert resources; curate, synthesize
and analyze the research results; and summarize and organize key findings.
The research included:
Survey results and IH/OH practitioner insights —Priority IH/OH hazard
sensing needs and topics were identified from the survey and used to provide
direction and focus for the landscape research. Numerous and varied IH/OH
stakeholders were interviewed to ensure the purpose and scope of the research
was appropriate and useful.
Cross sector analysis —To explore new trends and emerging sensor
technologies outside of, or adjacent to, the IH/OH field, several allied industries
and sectors (e.g. healthcare, military, environmental, forensic) were identified
and investigated. Other industries and sectors were researched when specific
sensing trends or technologies of relevance to IH/OH were identified.
Multiple search resources —Dozens of specific secondary research resources
were used to understand sensor trends, technologies, and applications. Typical
resources included technology roadmaps, government agency reports and
initiatives, conference proceedings and market research studies, journal and
popular press articles, and company and association websites. Key resources
have been cited and references are listed in the appendices.
Expert Interviews—To provide a comprehensive and multi-perspective
research effort, dozens of experts were interviewed by phone and in written
exchanges. To build a composite and cross-validated understanding of trends
and technologies, the insights of experts from a variety of organizations,
agencies, and companies were gathered, considered for bias, and compared
with secondary resources. Representative value chain experts involved with the
study, use, development, and funding of sensor technologies were interviewed
to ensure perspectives across the entire value chain were gathered. Numerous
experts have been quoted throughout this section of the report and a complete
list of entities that contributed to this research effort is included in the
appendices.
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Sensing Landscape Report Structure
This section of the Future of Sensors report is organized into various sub-sections to
provide both high-level understanding and detailed information about the sensing
trends and the sensor technology landscape.
A Sensing Renaissance – How the convergence of enabling technologies
has ushered in the sensing era, and the basics of how modern, digital sensing
platforms are constructed.
The Evolution of Sensing Formats – How the physical form of sensing and
sensors is changing and the role of data in the digital sensing world.
Sensing for Hazards – An overview of the drivers, trends, example technologies,
and implications for a set of priority hazards.
–– Radiation
–– Biological
–– Chemical
–– Particulate
–– Physical
The Future of Sensors - Summary and issues for further consideration.
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A Sensing Renaissance

A Sensing Renaissance
The world of sensor technologies and applications is amazingly diverse, rapidly
changing, and increasingly becoming part of our day-to-day lives at work and home.
In recent decades, there has been a convergence of several key technology areas—
computing, communications, and manufacturing—that has enabled the sensors
renaissance we are witnessing today.
Although the modern computing and information technology era began in the
1960s and 1970s, advances in the semiconductor process set the stage for the
microelectronics age in the 1980s. This ushered in exponential improvements in
computing performance and the mass commoditization of microprocessors and
dramatic reductions in data storage costs. Next came advances in lasers, fiber optics,
and advanced photonic networks, which enabled the Internet era in the 1980s and
1990s, and ushered in the era of high-speed digital communications. High-speed
optical and satellite networks enabled the global Internet and allowed for a wide
range of cellular and wireless connectivity technologies to flourish, all of which now
serve as the backbone for the digital world.
We are now entering the sensing era, the third information technology era, in
which the digital and physical world intersect and merge across various industrial
and consumer sectors. Sensors and sensory data sit at the interface between the
physical and digital world, converting a myriad of measurable phenomena into data
streams that can be communicated, analyzed, and used in sophisticated feedback
loops. Today’s sensing technology platforms provide the ability to monitor, control,
optimize, and provide autonomy to smart, connected devices and machines. Enabled
by advances in component miniaturization, microelectromechanical systems (MEMS),
mass production of sensors, low-power devices, onboard processing, and Internetconnected “cloud” computing, billions of smart, connected devices with sensing
capabilities are now creating the “Internet of things” (IoT), the industrial Internet, and
autonomous systems. This, in turn, is driving rapid advances in big-data analytics and
machine-learning algorithms to process all of the data from these connected devices
and enable increasingly autonomous systems.
Figure 3 – The Rapid Advance of Technologies that Enable Sensing
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The convergence of computing, communications, manufacturing, and the rise of
prolific sensing is visible across every sector of the industrial and consumer economy,
which, in turn, is driving further technology advancement in a virtual cycle of
technology acceleration and convergence. The embodiment of this convergence and
acceleration is apparent in many widely publicized examples. The automobile industry
is launching smart, sensor-laden vehicles with Internet connectivity and emerging
autonomous vehicles (e.g., self-driving cars) with very advanced sensor suites and
cognitive computing. Robotics, which embody highly complex sensing, thinking,
and acting capabilities, are now being safely integrated into industrial and home
environments. Drones are incorporating ever more sophisticated sensor suites that do
not just mimic human sensing but extend it into new, perceptual (e.g., infrared and
chemical sensing) and spatial (e.g., remote sensing over vast areas) dimensions, which
are rapidly moving drones beyond military-specific uses into many new industrial
and consumer applications. In each of these areas (vehicles, robotics, and drones),
the fusion of many sensors is enabling more autonomous systems. The industrial
Internet and IoT are using smart sensors to improve efficiencies and connect smart
products. From tracking and location detection using simple tags and sensors, to
more complex remote product control and optimization, smart, connected devices
are changing products, value chains, and economies. These examples illustrate how
quickly the availability of advanced sensing systems are being brought to mass-scale
applications. The technology platforms for cost-effective, mobile-connected devices,
smart sensor modules, and enhanced data analytics available for machines are
now poised to be fully leveraged for use in human health and exposure monitoring
applications.
AIHA is focused on sensing to protect worker health, but each of these examples
illustrate the potential to draw advanced sensor technologies from other fields
The technology advances for machine/systems health monitoring can provide a
great foundation for, but not a direct path to, use for human health monitoring.
When it comes to issues of human health, safety, and ethics, the “burden of proof”
for monitoring system accuracy, reliability, privacy, and regulation is substantially
different than for machine applications. The opportunity, and the challenge, then is
how best to bring the most advanced technology available and apply it to human
health and safety. Today, many sectors involved with human health and well-being
are exploring how best to accelerate the safe and sound adoption of new sensing and
monitoring technologies to protect human interests. The following are a few other
regulated industry examples.
Health—Health care and the medical device sector must ensure patient health
and safe treatments before incorporating new sensing technologies into
instruments and devices.
Justice—Criminal forensics must ensure that new sensors and related analytical
instruments are effective and incontrovertible before using them to reliably
determine guilt or innocence.
Environment—Environmental monitoring requires effective and proven sensing
to adequately monitor global and local threats, and fairly asses fines and credits.
In the health care sector, significant megatrends like an aging population, increased
health and fitness awareness, and personalized medicine are favorably shifting
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the market dynamics toward large-scale demand for human health monitoring
technologies. This is currently driving significant investment in new, clinically proven
sensing technologies and formats, which will be of particular relevance to IH/OH.
The IH/OH community is not alone in its challenge to ensure that only safe and
effective sensing technologies are adopted and used properly, but there is huge
potential to look to other sectors, like health care, for relevant technologies, adoption
approaches, and collaboration. The IH/OH community now has the opportunity to
extend its own tradition of using sensor technologies to protect worker health into
the future by developing its own strategies for emerging sensor adoption. For its part,
the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) has proposed a life
cycle model (see Fig 4) for the development and application of sensors for IH/OH.
Figure 4 – A Lifecycle Model for Sensors
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Envisioning Future Opportunities
The IH/OH community can embrace new technology
opportunities by focusing on existing IH/OH technology and
hazard monitoring thrust areas, understanding emerging
sensing technology developments, using sound sensor
development models, and working together. By doing these
things, the IH/OH community can not only participate in
the sensors renaissance, but shape the very direction of
technology development to continue to protect worker health
and save lives.
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Advanced Sensing Systems Improve
Worker Safety
Advanced sensing platforms originally designed for industrial, military, and machine
applications are moving into human health and safety applications. Beyond single
purpose hazard sensors, a variety of popular advanced sensing systems use a fusion
of sensors to provide cost effective and autonomous platforms to protect worker
health. Here are just a few examples.

Body-Worn Cameras for Improved Worker Safety
Interventions
Similar to the Unimin/National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH)
helmet camera for mine workers (NIOSH Mining), numerous, local police and federal
law enforcement agencies are adopting the use of extremely small, body-worn
cameras. As these technologies continue to shrink in size and cost, body-worn
technologies will present new opportunities for improving video exposure monitoring,
daily documentation, and improved worker safety interventions.

Safer Robot-Worker Interactions
Advanced sensor technologies are now enabling safer robotic-worker interactions.
In one well-touted initiative, Baxter (Rethink Robotics) uses advanced sensing and
learning platforms in their robots. This ensures that robotic arms have ‘safety rated
and monitored stops’ and power and force limiting movements, so that incidental
contact is avoided or will not harm the worker.

Drones for Improved Large Area Safety Monitoring
Organizations like BP are deploying camera-mounted drones as a tool for observing
and documenting activities that are taking place over large work sites in order to
improve the speed and quality of worker safety monitoring. Most drone deployment
takes place when access is limited, time-consuming, or unsafe for workers.
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The Evolution of Sensing Formats
Sensors Fundamentals
Many of the fundamental sensing mechanisms for physical and chemical sensors
have been around for decades. However the format, or architecture, of these sensors
has rapidly evolved in the last 20 years. To help understand this rapid change, it is
useful to begin with a basic understanding of a generic sensor module. Although
it is hard to generalize across all sensor types, it is possible to provide a generic
model that incorporates the most common elements—see Figure 5, which provides a
framework for considering common sensor elements which vary across each hazard
sensing areas discussed in this report. Similarly, the definition of a “sensor” and its
elements varies based on the kind of sensor, its intended application, and even its
geographic region of use. For the sake of simplicity and purposes of describing the
key aspects of a sensor, we use the following definitions:
Sample—A sample, also called an analyte or measurand, is the input to the
sensor module, and that which the sensor is attempting to sense and ultimately
measure. The sample may be a gas, liquid, or solid, or a measurand may be a
physical phenomenon like force or temperature.
Receptor—A receptor or recognition element is typically a material that
interacts with the sample/analyte or measurand of interest. It can be as simple
as a chemical reagent that changes color. Or it can be a highly engineered
nanostructured material like graphene, or carbon nanotubes, which are
developed to provide very high surface area and functional receptors for
substantially improved sensing and detection. Specialized and functional
receptors are becoming increasingly important in biosensors.
Transducer—A transducer simply converts energy from one form to another; it
converts the energy of the sample or measurand at the receptor into another
form of energy, typically electrical, but optical and other forms of energy are
possible. Certain forms of transducers are also called detectors. Others may
not require a receptor to convert physical energy into electrical energy (e.g.,
piezoelectrics).
Electronics—A sensor typically has some basic electrical system in the form
of simple wires or more sophisticated signal processors to convert the energy
output of the transducer into a useable, quantifiable output.
Sensor—A sensor is a device comprised of these core elements that responds
to an input of interest and converts that response into a measurable output,
typically electrical or optical, that can be observed and quantified.
User Interface—A user interface converts the observable sensor output to
directly indicate and quantify the sensor response. A user interface can be as
simple as an audible alarm or as complex as real-time spectroscopy analytics.
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Figure 5 – Basic Sensor Module
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Sensors can measure a wide variety of physical, chemical, or biological inputs.
Some of the main sensing modalities are mechanical, optical, semiconductor,
electrochemical, and biological. Sensors vary by how they interface with the sample
or measurand: (1) “contact sensors” require contact with the input sample, (2)
“noncontact sensors” allow in-direct sample sensing, and (3) “sample-based sensors”
require an invasive collection of the analyte. Sensors can be passive and simply
respond to inputs, or active and have additional components that interact with
the input sample to enable a sensor response. In addition to the basic elements of
the sensor module described, additional components may be required to ensure
adequate and accurate sampling. Often, the concentrations of the desired analytes
are so low, or the potential chemical or physical interferences so high, that peripheral
components such as filters, concentrators, pumps, valves, impingers, heaters, or
microvacuums may be required.
Those who wish to learn more about sensor types can see the suggested reading in
the appendices.
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Shrinking Sensors
Basic sensing modalities have been around for decades or longer; however, due
to technological advances and changes in sensor manufacturing, there has been
a rapid change in the scale and functionality of sensors over the last decade.
Microelectromechanical (MEMS) devices and the accompanying fabrication process
for MEMS and related semiconductor devices have been steadily improving. Until the
late 1990s, MEMS advances were largely driven by automotive applications; however,
around 2008, the use of MEMS sensors in smartphones created an inflection point
in MEMS sensor production and technology advancements. As a result of the MEMS
revolution, there has been a significant reduction in the size, cost, and power usage
for common sensors that has had a profound impact on the kinds of sensing formats
and architectures available. Today, there are dozens of types of MEMS sensors that
not only provide basic sensing, but are beginning to effectively replicate human
sensing. MEMS and associated technologies also are leading to advanced sensing
platforms and instruments that extend well beyond human senses and perception. A
list of common and emerging MEMS sensors can be found in Table 1.
Table 1 - Types of MEMS Sensors Available and Emerging

Purpose
Basic
Sensing
Emulating
Human
Sensing

Uses

*Key
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MEMS/Micro format*

Force

Accelerometer

Pressure

Pressure sensors

Temperature

Thermocouple

Light

Photodetector

Inertia/Orientation

Inertial device, gyroscope,

Touch

Haptic, touch sensors

Hearing

Microphones

Vision

Image sensors

Speech

Microspeakers

Smell

Gas sensors,

Taste

Moisture/humidity

Infrared

Microbolometer, IR sensors

Ultrasonic

Microphone

Radio frequency

Oscillators, tuners, switches

Chemistry

Microfluidics, micropumps, biosensors

Electrical

Electrode sensors

Energy

Energy harvesting, microbatteries
Established

Early Commercial

E-compass

Micromirrors/lenses,
microdisplays, auto-focus
e-nose

Emerging

Smart Sensors
MEMS sensors, and the associated advances in miniaturized and mass-produced
components, have enabled the smart sensor module. A smart sensor is generally
defined as having one or more sensing modules along with an integrated set of
onboard signal and data processing and conversion, power management, and input/
output interfaces. However, increasingly, smart sensors are defined by also having
integrated communication modules to enable Internet connectivity. Communication
may be either wired or wireless, and modules may have onboard data storage and
basic data analytics. In terms of functionality, smart sensors typically have sensor
self-calibration, drift and thermal correction, and basic self-health evaluation. Given
their size and reasonably flexible architectures, smart sensors are creating highly
portable, often handheld sensor platforms that can be easily networked via the
Internet or local networks.
As shown in Figure 6, a smart sensor platform usually has four main components: a
sensing module and three other “peripheral” modules.
Sensing Module—The sensing module will typically house all of the onboard
sensors in a “hub.” Today’s smartphone modules may may have over six different
sensors, which are often isolated, to improve stability and performance. There
is a trend toward grouping closed hubs (e.g., inertial, accelerometers, and
magnetic) separately from open hubs (e.g., gas, pressure, and temperature)
because combining them on ever shrinking module boards is very challenging.
This sensor fusion challenge is placing practical limits on smaller, multisensor
modules and device packaging.
Energy Storage Module—An energy storage, or power module, manages power
to and from other modules and typically includes a small coin or rechargeable
battery. However, as sensor power requirements decrease, new power options
such as energy harvesters are emerging. Energy harvesters, which scavenge
energy from waste heat or vibration, are emerging to support remote, lowpower wireless sensors nodes and may provide recharging of an onboard
power module or eliminate the need for a battery altogether. “Power-by-air” is
currently being developed, in which super-low power sensors may eventually
be run by using the power of the wireless signals sent as part of the data
communication system.
Communications Module—The communication module, typically using a
radio frequency (RF)-based transceiver, takes the processed sensor data and
sends them to a local, wireless, cellular, or Ethernet hub, where the data
can be uploaded to the Internet or cloud. With multiple wireless proprietary
communications protocols and competing standards, interoperability issues are
often cited as one of the top barriers to adoption for smart sensors and the IoT.
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Power/Data Management Module—This module manages the power, data
flow, and processing of the other modules. Power from the energy module
is efficiently controlled and routed as necessary to cycle the sensing and
communication functions. Sensor hub data are processed and interpreted;
calibrations and self-checks are completed; and input/output, data conversion,
and storage functions are managed. As more sensor control and optimization
goes to the “cloud,” the onboard data management is increasingly focused on
enhancing functionality and providing feature-rich user interfaces.
Figure 6 – Smart Sensor Platform
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Smart Mobile Devices
With the advances in smart sensor modules and more compact packaging, the
smartphone has become a new platform for mobile sensing, which is enabling
significant innovation and development for many sensing and monitoring
applications. Single-purpose, portable, monitoring instruments that heretofore
required special training or equipment are being reimagined using the easily
reconfigurable and Internet-connected smartphone platform. The ubiquity
of smartphones is enabling developments that are relevant to human health
applications. With specialized sensor attachments, it is now possible to use a
smartphone to take blood pressure, measure blood-oxygen or glucose levels, or
even use an FDA-approved app to provide an electrocardiogram. With the addition
of image recognition and machine learning, even basic medical diagnoses are
possible with a smartphone. Advanced gas and chemical analytical instruments
like mass spectrometers and gas chromatographs are being miniaturized to the
point where they will soon be attached to smartphones to provide revolutionary,
in-field measurement capabilities. Assuming the performance can be assured, the
cost advantages of only needing to purchase the sensing attachments is a strong,
potential benefit for smartphone-based systems.

Changing Sensing Formats
The evolution of smart, mobile sensors and smartphone platforms has enabled a
dramatic shift toward portable, wearable, and even implantable sensor technologies.
Miniaturization and wireless connectivity are the two primary factors driving a shift
in sensing architectures and formats. Technologies typically reserved for laboratory or
clinical settings are now being deployed by patients, athletes, and citizens for a wide
range of human health and wellness monitoring applications. The following is brief
look at a few of the more major technology shifts related to sensing format changes:
Portable—Portable and field-deployable sensors and instruments are nothing new,
but the miniaturization of subcomponents is allowing sophisticated analytical
instrumentation systems like mass spectrometers and gas chromatographs to move
into the field and potentially replace several single/multiple gas monitors. Companies
like 908 Devices are making laboratory-quality, specialty mass spectrometers available
in robust, handheld units weighing less than five pounds that can identify toxic gases
from complex backgrounds in seconds. Laboratory instrument features such as selfcalibration and sample preparation are also being included in smaller platforms, and
this trend is expected to continue. In addition to smaller, more capable instruments,
the ability to connect remotely to the Internet is untethering data acquisition and
analysis that, until recently, required dedicated computers and hardwire connections.
Wearable—Until a few years ago, the health care industry was the primary driver
behind an otherwise small market for wearable electronics and sensors. Since then,
the consumer market for wearables has exploded by a factor of 4 in just a few short
years. This is because sensing costs have dropped, and wireless connectivity to
smart devices provides a familiar user interface and a rich app environment. Besides
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bringing low-cost monitoring and MEMS sensor fusion to devices like smart watches,
the growth of the consumer market has driven investment in entirely new forms of
wearables and their associated manufacturing technologies. Printed electronics and
energy harvesting technologies are evolving to meet the demands of new, wearable
formats. Sensor tattoos and wearable motion charging devices are now in early
commercial stages. Although consumer products are typically not directly applicable
in more regulated applications like IH/OH and health care, they do provide a massive
testing ground for better materials, manufacturing, product formats, and user
interfaces to be developed. Evidence of this crossover can be seen in sophisticated
health care wearables like noninvasive glucose monitors, which are being tied to
smartphone apps.
Distributed—Distributed sensing is now expressing itself in a variety of ways.
Established and proprietary networks of distributed wireless sensors have been used
in industrial settings for many years, but as the cost and functionality of smart sensor
modules improve, larger and more pervasive sensor networks are emerging. The
ability to provide large-area or large-scale sensing is now much more feasible for a
range of applications. These systems are of particular interest in homeland security,
safety, and environmental monitoring applications. Another interesting development
is that of smart products, which function as distributed monitoring networks.
Smart products, like the Nest thermostats, use smart sensors to track, monitor, and
control remote devices. With potentially millions of these kind of smart products
in homes across the country it has the potential to create massive, distributed
sensing networks. This model of smart, distributed sensing is now being applied to
safety monitoring in long-haul trucking, pollution monitoring via consumer airconditioning units, and weather monitoring by citizen corps with special smartphone
apps. Projects like Argonne National Laboratory’s Waggle seeks to deploy wireless
sensor networks for smart city and environmental science research. With the sensing
technology largely available, the interoperability, data management, and network
architectures for these “internet of everything” systems still require development, but
as these issues are addressed, proponents expect wide scale adoption of distributed
sensor networks in many application spaces. The ability to use a distributed sensing
network to monitor the health and well-being of even small groups of people has
just begun to be explored, but the potential for near real-time and continuous remote
monitoring in typical daily environments is attracting a lot of interest.
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Data and Analytics
As new sensor formats emerge and devices and instruments become more
sophisticated (portable, wearable, or distributed), it will be important to separate
the format from the underlying sensing technology. Each sensing platform will have
its own benefits and limitations. Additionally, the format, or architecture, in which
the sensor or sensors are used will present their own set of benefits and challenges.
Referring back to the “life-cycle approach to sensors development” shown in the
Sensor Renaissance section, it will become increasingly important to address the
sensor informatics issues posed by new formats. NIOSH provides a useful definition
of sensor informatics as follows:
The science and practice of determining which information is relevant to
meeting objectives of the sensor science and engineering community, and
then developing and implementing effective mechanisms to collect, validate,
store, share, analyze, model, and apply the information, and then to confirm
achievement of the intended outcome from use of that information, and then
conveying experience to the broader community, contributing to generalized
knowledge, and updating standards and training.
The change in sensor formats will present new opportunities and challenges for
sensor informatics. There are many potential implications, but a few examples
illustrate the point.
Standalone hazard sensors may never need to be connected to the Internet, but
doing so may create opportunities for better reliability and calibration if such
sensors can be more effectively monitored, controlled, and optimized remotely.
Advanced instruments are expensive, but the ability to take them out of the
lab and to where the hazards are located provides more value. Similarly, access
to the cloud for measurement databases and real-time data analytics, as
demonstrated by early and easy access efforts by mzCloud or Thermo Scientific,
will put more analytical power into the hands of IH/OH professionals and make
these tools more useful and valuable.
The power of distributed monitoring could be used to test new IH/OH sensors.
Monitoring the use and operation of new sensors across a large IH/OH
population may help refine and accelerate acceptance testing and regulatory
approval.
High-quality wearables may provide new levels of direct work routine
monitoring, but the data management, security and privacy concerns for
personal monitors and wearables may outweigh the advantages that these new
formats might offer.
There are many other scenarios one could imagine where the opportunities and
challenges of new formats will need to be assessed for IH/OH, but the potential is
there and warrants exploration in high priority IH/OH hazard sensing need areas.
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Envisioning Future Opportunities
It took decades of development in other sectors to advance
technologies to the point where they could enable the rapid
evolution in sensing formats we see today. Those format
developments are now poised for the first time to be directly
and broadly applicable to human health and well-being
applications in a broad and impactful way. The burden of
proof for these new formats and the informatics associated
with them are still challenges, but now is a great time to
begin to assess these new format opportunities and find ways
to thoughtfully adopt them.
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Sensing for Hazards
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Sensing for Hazards
Relevant Sensing Technologies
As noted, the world of sensing is rapidly changing. The ways in which sensing
technologies—from the simplest sensor elements to the most sophisticated analytical
systems—are used is expanding into every aspect of our daily lives. To help focus the
sensing technology landscape research for the IH/OH audience, the AIHA sensors
survey was used to identify, among other things, the following:
Which hazards are most actively monitored using sensor technologies
Where specific kinds of sensors are critical to the most common compliance
strategies
What types of sensor and instrument formats are most commonly used
Which sensing characteristics are of highest priority
When and where alternative monitoring methods are most likely to be used, or
of interest in the future
Using the survey results for guidance, the emphasis of the sensing technology
landscape research was placed on those hazards, issues, and criteria that are of
the highest priority to the broadest IH/OH audience. To organize the research, and
to provide examples of sensing technologies relevant to high-priority topics, the
following specific hazard sensing sections have been explored:
Biological
Chemical
Particulate
Physical
Radiation
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Each high-level hazard sensing section is intended be an informative “snapshot” of
the current state-of-the-art and the surrounding trends. The overview is not intended
to provide a definitive survey, or detailed technical comparison, of technology
options. Any and all examples have been chosen to illustrate key technology trends or
formats and are not intended to endorse any specific approach or entity.
Each of the following Sensing for Hazards sections are generally organized to
provide, specific to each hazard type, the following:
An overview of the major sensing drivers
Sensor performance, format, and use trends
A few key examples of enabling technologies
Summary implications

A note about radiation hazard monitoring:
Radiation hazard monitoring, both ionizing and nonionizing, is clearly an important
part of IH/OH compliance strategies and practices, and was included in the AIHA
survey. However, the decision was made to exclude radiation hazard monitoring as
a topic for detailed research and, instead, focus more time and depth on the other
primary types of hazard monitoring. This decision was made in large part because of
observed survey and technology trend insights. First, although radiation monitoring
did not have the lowest overall rates of active monitoring in the survey (biological
monitoring had the lowest rates), it did have very low active monitoring practices
among the largest and broadest range of survey participants. Second, radiation
hazard monitoring had, by far, the largest ratio of participants who indicated
that they would never use nonstandard (new) methods, and accepted only longestablished, regulatory methods. Third, the sensing technologies for other primary
hazards are more diverse and rapidly evolving than radiation monitoring and thus
warranted more exhaustive research.
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Biological Hazard Sensing
Introduction
Although not widely used in the IH/OH community, biological hazard sensing is
evolving, and an overview of this area is instructive for IH/OH practitioners. The
following schematic, Figure 7, provides a brief primer on current biosensors.

Figure 7 - Basic Biosensor Module
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Drivers
Other human health sectors are pushing the basic science of biological
hazard monitoring.
Health care and defense agencies are driving active research that is focused
on both the basic science of biological sensing and better sensor functionality.
The U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) and National Institutes of Health (NIH)
are major funding channels. Numerous, ongoing studies include those aimed at
developing continuous biomonitoring of soldiers/pilots and multianalyte, rapid
detection of potential biotoxin exposures.

There is a drive toward smaller, more useable formats.
High-profile health care organizations are creating new market opportunities
for emerging sensor technologies aimed at improving ease of use, and new infield use scenarios.
Health care development efforts are focused on converting large, laboratorybased instruments into smaller formats that can provide faster (from days
to hours) results and are easier to use in point-of-care settings (e.g., doctors’
offices). These developments are focused on putting reliable, simple systems
in the hands of nonlaboratory, lesser trained technicians. Simple, portable
indicators and tests are available for soldier and first responder applications, but
more sophisticated systems are still in development.

Consumer markets are not driving advances in biohazard monitoring.
Although there is a growing consumer market interest in certain biological
screening tests (e.g., DNA tests), such tests are primarily laboratory-based, with
the exception of consumer glucose monitors for diabetes care. However, the
market drivers and sensor technologies for biohazard (infectious or toxic agents)
monitoring are limited and rudimentary. Sophisticated, reliable, consumerfocused biological sensors are not mature nor are they likely to be available in
the near future.

Technical Trends
Sensor Performance Trends
Commercial, portable, real-time testing instruments remain limited to
individual testing for single analytes. Real-time testing for an unknown
biologic hazard in a complex background is still years away from being
realized.
Only laboratory-scale instruments can accurately characterize complex,
unknown samples at this time. Analytes are typically compared to a known
library of hazard agents, or secondary metabolites (created by the body in
response to the agent), to determine their presence and concentrations.
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While simple biohazard “indicators” are available, emerging, portable
instruments are beginning to allow for the testing of multiple, known analytes
by placing multiple, single-analyte sensors together on one array.
Real-time bioparticle and bioaerosol sensors also exist but are limited to
detecting only “total bio count” and cannot provide “speciation” or specific
hazard identification.

Continuous monitoring is only at the early stages of development.
Current, state-of-the-art, robust biologic analysis requires days of laboratory
testing, with early commercial instruments reducing that time to minutes or
hours in limited applications. Few organizations are working on scientifically
valid, continuous biologic monitoring systems, and such systems are still
immature.

Major hurdles still exist in correlating specific biotoxin exposures to the
expressed impact on an individual.
Each person responds differently to biohazard exposures (e.g., different levels
of secondary metabolite production), so mapping specific hazard exposures to
specific health impacts is very challenging. Using a single sampling technique
(e.g., blood or sweat) does not necessarily tell the whole story, so developing
sensors and tests that accurately and comprehensively provide insights about an
individual’s biohazard exposure response is very challenging. Although progress
is being made in comprehensive biohazard monitoring, it is a challenge that
will not be reliably addressed in the next several years. The long-term effects of
biological hazards and the related epigenetic effects are also challenging and
will remain a long-term area of study.

Use Trends
Blood-based tests remain the state-of-the-art and are the most common
form of biologic testing.
State-of-the-art, blood-based diagnostic tests most often require laboratory
equipment operated by certified technicians. The required sophistication of
equipment, processing, and analysis is a significant barrier to a broader range of
biological hazard monitoring use scenarios in the near future.
There is an emerging shift in early commercial technologies toward the use of
smaller, lab-quality instruments as well as smaller sample sizes of blood while
attempting to maintain laboratory-grade accuracy, but these have not achieved
wide commercial or regulatory acceptance.
A new field of research is focused on non-blood-based testing, using alternative
fluids like sweat, which may remove some of the practical sample collection
barriers and will help support the development of continuous biologic
monitoring in the future.
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Status and Examples
Biological Hazard Sensing - Technology Overview
Established
Formats

Performance

Early Commercial

Emerging

Laboratory scale systems

Miniaturization of
laboratory systems

Miniaturization of
laboratory systems

Limited portable devices

Limited portable devices

Early scientific validation of
wearable sensors

Single analyte

Single analyte

Multiple, single-analyte
sensors on a single array/
instrument

Basic colorimetric indicator
tests

Network-enabled and
connected

Colorimetric sensor
platforms

Complex samples being
sent to a lab for full
diagnostics

Complex samples being
tested at the point of care
for limited applications

Network-enabled and
connected

Full measurement and
analysis time requiring
days to weeks

Full measurement and
analysis time requiring
hours to minutes

Secondary metabolite and
environmental data being
combined for more robust
profiles
Continuous full
measurement and analysis

Uses
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Bodily fluid samples (e.g.,
blood)

Reduction in bodily fluid
(e.g., blood) volume
required, or a smaller
sample size

Even smaller reduction in
sample needs

Air samples collected for a
period of time and sent to
a lab for analysis

Lab quality analysis at
point of detection for
limited applications

Detection from other (nonblood-based) bodily fluids
like sweat and tears

The following are some select technology or product examples that have been chosen
to illustrate the kind of monitoring capabilities and formats that are available or
emerging.

Established
Bio Rad’s Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) is an example of an instrument
commonly found in only laboratories and used for sophisticated biologic testing.
Significant sample preparation, additional equipment, and know-how are needed for
use.
iStat is a portable, point-of-care, diagnostic blood test that detects premapped,
blood-based markers. Tests like iStat and others are primarily aimed at chronic care
and estimate exposure based on secondary measures produced by the body, not the
toxin’s presence directly.
Ghost Wipes is an example of a product that enables easy sample collection by the
worker. After a test surface is wiped, the sample-laden wipe is placed into a collection
tube, where it dissolves. The semiprepared sample tube is then sent to a lab for
testing.

Early Commercial
Piccolo Xpress has taken what previously required a large lab instrument and
developed a small, point-of-care, diagnostic unit that is used in a doctor’s office.
Small aliquots of blood can give results in as little as 20 minutes while attempting to
maintain laboratory accuracy.
Abionic has a portable, nanofluidic device coupled with antibody-based sensors to
detect very specific analytes in human blood (i.e., allergen detection) with results in as
little as 5 minutes.

Emerging
Eccrine Systems has developed a wearable patch sensor that is capable of detecting
toxins (via produced, secondary metabolites) in sweat. Readings are available in nearreal time on a mobile device.
The U.S. Army is developing a small, handheld, colorimetric assay printed with
several dozen detection sensors. This may pave the way for an easy-to-use system to
rapidly screen for the presence of many toxins at once.
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Implications
Biological hazard monitoring may not be widely or routinely used in IH/
OH today, but other sectors are actively working to develop technologies
to improve human health monitoring.
The field of biological sensing, particularly mobile sensing, is less mature
than other kinds of monitoring. Biological hazard monitoring is complex
with significant technical, validation, and operational issues that makes the
development and adoption of sensors and systems a slow process.
Early investigations and proven technology developments for biological hazard
monitoring are likely to come from industries outside of industrial hygiene.
Look for scientific validation studies and regulatory trends from the health care
sector that, like IH-OH, also require validated and clinically proven approaches
suitable for use with the general population.
Defense agencies are supportive of exploratory approaches to new sensor
development and place less constraints and more resources on emerging
technologies. This means that early stage biological hazard sensor development
will likely be oriented toward military applications. Look to the military for
emerging technologies that are already actively being vetted and piloted.
While not specifically investigated in this research, it is expected that the
health care and defense sectors will also be actively leading research to better
understand the individually expressed health impacts and long-term epigenetic
effects of biological hazards.

Envisioning Future Opportunities
How might the IH/OH community monitor advances in
biological hazard sensing?
How might the IH/OH community identify infectious/toxic
vectors of priority and common interest to the defense and
healthcare sectors and partner on shared sensor development
paths for those vectors?
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Chemical Hazard Sensing
Introduction
There is a rapidly evolving gas sensing technology landscape, and given that
monitoring of chemical hazards is often done from the gas phase, the primary focus
of this section is on gas sensing. Numerous industry and market sectors use gas
sensors in an amazingly wide variety of applications. Given the application-specific
nature of gas sensing, a vast array of sensor technologies and commercial platforms
have evolved to meet specific market needs. This section of the report will seek to
provide a high-level overview of some of the emerging trends and key approaches
used for gas sensing. Figure 8 provides an overview of common gas sensor elements.

Figure 8 - Basic Gas Sensor Module
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Output
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VOCs – Volatile Organic Compounds
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Chemical hazards
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vapors, and gases
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Compounds) or those
that are explosive,
combustible, or
reactive. While diverse,
many of these hazards
are monitored from
the gas phase.
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There are many different ways to categorize and name the types of
gas sensors. Some of the more common types used today include:
Pellistors, aka catalytic bead, combustible gas, lower explosive
limit (LEL) sensors
Photoionization detectors (PID)
Nondispersive Infrared (NDIR) detectors
Electrochemical transducers/sensors
Colorimetric detector tubes and badges
Vapor diffusion badges dosimeters (indicators)
Gas chromatograph with mass spectrometry (GC/MS)

Consumer applications
for gas sensors
have been driving
new technology
developments. A
focus on ease of
use, mobility, and
personalization have
spurred significant
advances in device
formats. As mobile
device and personal
health monitoring
applications grow this
development trend is
expected to continue.

Metal oxide semiconductors (MOS), aka solid-state,
chemiresistive
Gas sensors are used to detect hundreds of different gas species and
compositions. Common industrial and human health monitoring
targets include O2, ozone, CO, H2S, and a wide variety of complex
VOCs and hydrocarbon gases.
Industrial applications for gas sensing span many sectors, including:
Environmental Emissions and Controls
Indoor and Outdoor Air Quality
Safety
Process Controls
Science/Research
Process Diagnostics and Performance Monitoring
Outside of industry, significant opportunities exist for gas sensing
applications, including consumer (home and personal), health
(medical instrument/device), and biomedical (research) related
applications.

Wipes are Established for On-surface Chemical
Indication
Wipes, swabs, and dermal pads have been engineered to react, and indicate via color
change (e.g. from yellow to red), the presence of defined, typically single, chemical
species and toxics (e.g. lead) and provide an immediate indication of contamination
on a surface, or on the skin. Although very cost effective, accuracy is often limited
due to the qualitative nature of the test and other sampling-induced errors. These
indicators are not considered full sensors.
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Drivers
High-level drivers are shaping the gas sensing arena
New markets are quickly creating demand for new sensors
The marketplace for gas sensing has traditionally been in industrial and
advanced applications. However, the consumer market explosion in mobile
computing and communication devices over the past decade has created
tremendous market potential for a wide range of sensors in new applications
(accelerometers, gyroscopes, etc., as used in cell phones). Developers of
emerging gas sensors and devices today are also pursuing the fast-growing
and potentially very large market opportunities created by new consumer
applications. In particular, gas sensor technologies that address concerns about
consumer “air quality” and health.
–– Consumer wearables – “looking in” at personal health, “looking out” at
environmental cues
–– Smart phone enabled devices
–– Smart home devices
–– Smart building monitors

New sensor markets are currently able to trade performance for lower
cost.
The performance requirements for many of these emerging market
opportunities are non-traditional, in that lifetime and reliability requirements
are much less stringent than traditional industrial market requirements,
increasing the opportunity for new types of mass production and miniaturized
sensor formats. In particular, indoor and outdoor air quality concerns are also
driving the use of gas sensors in commercial building automation as well as in
personal environmental monitoring. The costs of most gas sensors used today
in industrial applications are too high for many of these emerging consumer
market opportunities, and package size is too large—thus, the need for much
less expensive and smaller gas sensors is a critical driver of current consumerfacing sensor development efforts.

Established markets are larger and focused on incremental and functional
improvements
Despite having a slower growth rate, industrial, automotive, and building HVAC
gas sensor markets are much larger overall than the emerging consumeroriented market opportunities.

“These are exciting
times!”
Gas sensor technologist
and entrepreneur

“Less than $10 per
sensor, with sensor
package size of a few
square millimeters are
baseline targets.”
CTO, Gas sensor
manufacturer
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Q3. What is the size of
your organization based
on annual revenue?

Q4. How many employees are in your organization?

Q5. Of these employees, what percentage in
the workplace are monitored via sensors and
instruments for potential exposures to
hazards (physical, chemical, biological?

Major gas sensor markets today
Other/Consumer
5%

Building HVAC

Industrial Applications

20%
40%

Automotive/
Transportation

35%

As noted the established markets also tend to have stringent performance
requirements. However in these industrial segments there is also a drive toward
miniaturization to enable ubiquitous use of gas sensing. Demands for improved
sensor performance (e.g., in sensitivity and specificity), is an underlying theme
to all efforts.
These more established market applications are more conservative about
adopting new sensor materials and format technologies; soon, however, it is
expected that gas sensor suppliers in these markets will benefit—or in some case
may be displaced—by advances in gas sensing formats coming the consumer
and other fast-growing emerging markets.

The emerging
consumer market
is attracting a
lot of investment
and interest, but
also driving new
performance and
feature challenges for
developers.
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In the industrial hygiene and safety arena, gas sensor companies tend to focus
on proven sensor technologies, and advances are generally more focused on
improving current monitoring systems, bringing functionality and ease of use
improvements. The desire for continuous and real-time monitoring is driving
advances in miniaturization, networking/communication, power management,
and reliability.

Technical Trends
Sensor Performance Trends
The development timeline for new and proven gas sensing is very long
Given the large number of industrial and nonindustrial applications for
gas sensors, it is not surprising that it is a very active area of research and
development. Quick searches of patents, journals, and popular press would
suggest that new gas sensors are routinely coming to market for all sorts
of new industrial, health care, and consumer applications. However, at the
basic material/sensor level the practical issues and typical timeframes for
development and commercialization of new sensors are very challenging—
often due to poor sensor stability/reliability. Examples of well-publicized
gas sensor technology platforms that have not yet had significant market
penetration include conductive polymers, sorptive microbalances, and sensing
nanomaterials.
Truly creative gas sensor developments are very rare, and development paths
are typically very long (10+ years), costly, and typically require substantial
partnership effort. The cycle time for development of new gas sensor products,
in general, is becoming longer, and higher dollar investments are needed to
meet stringent performance requirements and regulatory demands.

The market is focused on functionality and ease of use for specific
applications
Thus, there is market pressure to use proven gas sensor platforms and focus
product improvements on meeting specific application criteria. In general,
development efforts today are moving beyond simply achieving high sensitivity,
and often focus on improving specificity and reliability along with applicationspecific functionality and format performance targets.
Operating software has become a significant factor in the development and
certification of new gas sensor products, particularly to improve functionality.
Gas sensors that do not require calibration, while of great interest to the user,
have met resistance in the marketplace given regulatory concerns. Methods of
self-verification are being pursued using software.

Although improved
sensitivity has
been a goal for gas
sensors, “a sensor that
detects everything
detects nothing.”
So, increasingly, gas
sensor advances seek
to address the need
for sensing in complex
backgrounds, with
improved specificity
and functionality.
“One key problem is
that VOCs are almost
invariably encountered
as mixtures in actual
working environments
and there are no
wearable, directreading instruments
that can determine the
composition of VOC
mixtures.
Edward Zellers,
University of Michigan
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Industrial internet applications for gas sensing are driving new kinds
of technology developments that should pave the way for better IH/OH
solutions
“One of the big shifts
in gas sensor use
is informatics or
“big data” – sensor
output is going to the
cloud…”
— Dublin City University,
Professor and leading
researcher in chemical
sensing.
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For portable and networked devices, there is a constant quest for sensors that
operate for longer periods of time on less power. Improvements in low-power
sensing and longevity will be key to continuous monitoring applications,
especially for use in autonomous wireless sensor network applications, which
are emerging today in industrial applications.
Costs of gas sensors, in particular for sensor networks, are dropping at the
unit level. However, full system costs are becoming more complicated as the
associated software, maintenance, and calibration needs must be factored in.
Similarly, reliability and system lifetime issues for emerging sensors systems and
networks are more involved than for a single sensor instrument.
Development of algorithms or artificial intelligence (AI) will be key for
commercialization of sensor networks, in order to extract information, not just
data. AI for tens or thousands of sensors hold the potential to compensate for
problems with drift/reliability and specificity of individual sensor nodes, but
this approach will not be commercially proven nor granted robust regulatory
approvals in the near term.
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explosive/corrosive, etc.)
Particulate (reactive,
non-reactive, etc.)
Physical (noise, vibration,
ergonomics, stress, etc.)
Radiation (ionizing,
non-ionizing, etc.)
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toxics, biomonitoring, etc.)
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explosive/corrosive, etc.)

Use surrogates
Never use surrogates
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Use Trends
Sensor selection is highly dependent not only on the target gas being detected,
but the application itself. Different sensor types are often needed in different
applications, even when detecting the same gas species. Thus current industrial,
consumer, and health care instrument developers are focusing on how best to
address various complex use scenarios.
Continuous monitoring, especially in networked environments, is a notable
trend in the use of gas sensors. But this is often tied to industrial applications
and process monitoring, where the range of variables is much more limited than
open-environment sensing. Systems health monitoring applications for gas
sensors often presents a simpler use scenario than human health monitoring.
Personal monitoring using portable gas sensors is well established in IH/OH, but
smaller truly wearable multi-gas monitors, or smart mobile device embedded/
attached sensors, are emerging use paradigms.
As more gas sensing devices, both mobile and networked, become Internet
connected there is a shift toward remote data aggregation and analysis. While
still relatively immature, this is opening up the potential for better remote
monitoring and centralized data and trend analysis.

Format Trends
According to market
research firm Yole
Développement,
Consumer applications,
including wearables
and smart phones,
are driving new gas
sensor development
to reduce cost, power
consumption, and size.

Trends toward miniaturized systems, printed sensor manufacturing, and
flexible electronics for consumer markets often requires trade-offs in sensing
performance that are limiting in many nonconsumer applications. However,
nonconsumer platforms may benefit from new consumer-facing technology
platforms as basic user interface, format, and interoperability issues are
addressed at scale.
Industrial gas monitoring use scenarios—often with fixed, unattended, wireless
and distributed sensors—tend to drive much different device formats than
portable personal health gas monitoring scenarios. So, although the range of
gas sensor technologies employed may be similar, the use of the respective
components, instrument, and direct read solutions will be different in these
different applications. In general, this means the overall device formats are
heavily application dependent, and this is not expected to change, even with
improved sensors technologies, for the foreseeable future.

Handheld spectroscopy is bringing sophisticated
analysis to the field.
Traditionally, lab-based, new, handheld Raman instruments—equipped with GPS and
camera accessories—deliver feature-rich, rugged, in-field devices that appeal to a
growing number of industries (e.g., military and law enforcement). Although still
relatively costly, these devices can provide more accurate, noncontact identification
for a broad range of biological and chemical hazards. Although skilled operation is
often required, enhanced user interfaces and expanding analyte libraries are bringing
greater ease of use and functionality to IH/OH practitioners.
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Implications
Even with the wide variety of applications for gas sensing today, moving
forward, human and environmental health is clearly becoming a major
driver behind development and use of gas sensors.
Globally, there is an ever-increasing recognition of health and well-being
impacts of both indoor and outdoor air quality in homes, buildings, cities, and
industrial installations. In the long run, this trend will likely lead to improved gas
sensing capabilities available to human health applications of interest to IH/OH.
The gas sensor industry, in terms of suppliers, types of gas sensor technologies,
and applications is highly diverse and fragmented, even though it is relatively
mature compared with other hazard-sensing markets. Given this fragmentation,
the nature of future developments will most likely be incremental and
application specific, rather than fundamental sensor developments that reshape
the industry. In spite of significant effort and investment in recent years,
development of new commercially successful gas sensor technologies has
proven to be very challenging. Therefore, close developer/user collaborations are
essential to create the application-specific gas sensors systems required.

The rapid growth of consumer gas sensor applications is shifting
development focus.
While there is significant buzz related to emerging opportunities in consumerrelated applications—e.g., cellphones, wearables, smart homes, and the like—the
total market volume for gas sensors in these applications will remain relatively
small compared with applications in industrial, automotive, defense, medical,
and other established sectors. The buzz is due to the rapid growth possible in
consumer markets, which could far exceed growth rates expected for established
markets.
Given the growth potential, the development funding that is chasing the
consumer markets will enable smaller size, lower cost, lower power needs, and
improved wireless and networked systems. Although consumer-focused sensor
performance may currently be compromised, these system level advancements
can certainly bring indirect, longer-term spin-back opportunities as these
technologies become established and further improved.
IH/OH practitioners should gain from system level improvements and enhanced
user functionality in the near term, and eventually lower cost and improved gas
sensor accuracy/reliability for human health monitoring scenarios in the longer
term.

Use of gas sensors
in consumer-related
applications may be
transformative in
the next decade, but
the more established
applications in
industrial hygiene
and safety will likely
remain on a steady
trajectory in the near
term.
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Advances in Gas Sensing
Advances in gas sensor materials and manufacturing are leading to new design
trends in miniaturization, low-cost and low-power operation, and improved
sensitivity/selectivity. The evolving technology megatrends of mobile devices, the
“Internet of things” (IoT) and industrial Internet, and cloud computing are bringing
system-level connectivity and data analytics to gas sensing networks and connected
instruments.

Materials
Nanomaterials (functional nanotubes, nanofibers, nanoparticles, graphene,
and related) generate much of the attention in new materials today, and offer
evolutionary and revolutionary capabilities across every technology and market
domain, gas sensing included. Other functional materials developments, such as
conductive polymers, printing inks, etc., are also driving gas sensing technology
forward. The development of these new materials for gas sensing can be found in
early commercial and emerging sensors platforms.

Examples
Fraunhofer IPM – Dye Based Colorimetric Gas Sensors
http://www.ipm.fraunhofer.de/content/dam/ipm/en/PDFs/Product%20sheet/GP/ISS/
colorimetric_gas_sensors.pdf
Platypus Technologies LLC – Liquid Crystal Dosimeter
http://www.platypustech.com/technology.html
Vaporsens, Inc. – High Sensitivity Nanofiber Materials
http://www.vaporsens.com/sensors/
Nano Engineered Applications, Inc. – Carbon Nanotube Nanosensors
http://www.neapplications.com/technology-0

Manufacturing
The latest advances in manufacturing, driven in large part by the semiconductor
industry and its offshoots, are enabling significant developments in many types
of gas sensors. These important trends, including printed electronics and microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) manufacturing, are enabling new generations of
low-cost and miniaturized sensors, in some cases with new performance paradigms.

Examples
ams AG – Mass produced MEMS, VOC Gas Sensor
http://ams.com/eng/Products/Chemical-Sensors/Gas-Sensors/AS-MLV-P2
Cambridge CMOS Sensors – MEMS integrated, Ultra-Low Power Gas Sensors
http://www.ccmoss.com/
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SPEC Sensors, LLC – Printed Gas Sensors
http://www.spec-sensors.com/

Advanced Gas Sensors and Analytical Formats
As materials and manufacturing have improved, the ability to create more advanced
gas sensing formats is also evolving. These advancements are enabling new, more
complex and multi-gas sensor formats and the miniaturization of what have
traditionally been large laboratory-scale gas analytical instruments. The development
of these new formats for gas sensing is in early commercial and emerging devices
and instruments.

Examples
Applied Nanotech, Inc. – Miniature Ion Mobility Sensor Platform
http://appliednanotech.net/tech/ims.php
Seacoast Science, Inc. – MEMS Multi-Gas Sensors and Mini-Gas Chromatograph
http://www.seacoastscience.com/about.htm
Owlstone Inc. – Mobile Ion Mobility Spectrometer
http://www.owlstonenanotech.com/
Apix Analytics – Field Portable Gas Chromatograph
http://www.apixanalytics.com/

Gas Sensor Networking
Mobile devices and the exploding interest in the connected world through the IoT,
coupled with advances in cloud computing and big data analytics, are enabling
entirely new capabilities relating to gas sensing. No longer is it just about the sensor
or instruments themselves. New connected sensing models encompass the network
itself, a collective sensing system. These systems are emerging, offering unique
information and insights as well as feedback and control capabilities.

Examples
AmbiSense Ltd – Autonomous Gas Monitoring Technology
http://www.ambisense.net/about-us/our-technology
Perkin Elmer, Inc. – Air Monitoring Sensor Network
https://elm.perkinelmer.com/
Aclima Inc. – Environmental Sensor Networks
https://aclima.io/
Vandrico Inc. – Enterprise Wearables Software
http://vandrico.com/about-us/
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Envisioning Future Opportunities
How might IH-OH stakeholders prioritize specific gas sensors
for accelerated acceptance testing and approvals as standard
reference methods?
How might the IH/OH community coordinate to make new
advanced and miniaturized gas analyzers more affordable and
available?
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Particulate Hazards
Introduction
Particulate hazard sensing is an important area of worker health monitoring, and
IH/OH applications have played a large role in determining the development of
particulate sensors and formats. Unlike other sections of this report, where the
focus is on non-IH/OH sensor development, this section provides a brief overview of
particulate sensing trends that are largely centered around IH/OH drivers. Figure 9
illustrates basic particulate sensor elements.
Figure 9 – Basic Particulate Sensor Module
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(e.g., fumes, diesel,
and welding) or
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The survey results
indicate that although
particulate hazard
monitoring is not as
common as chemical
or noise monitoring,
it is widely practiced
across all industry
sectors. Portable and
mobile particulate
hazard monitors are
the dominant formats,
and the use of
nonreference methods
is common.
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Drivers
IH/OH applications are a primary driver for particulate monitoring.
Unlike other types of monitoring that often cut across many different industrial
or sector application spaces, particulate hazard monitoring has primarily
and historically been shaped by human health protection and meets the
requirements of IH/OH applications. In particular, the need for highly portable
and wearable particulate monitors was driven by the specific workplace
applications and were developed and adopted by the IH/OH community.
Other particulate monitoring applications (e.g., environmental, indoor air quality,
and, more recently, consumer particulate [pollution] monitoring) also focus on
human health/protection monitoring. These other application areas use a diverse
range of formats and approaches, many of which do not currently focus on
meeting IH/OH regulations.

Regulatory bodies have a major role in shaping and guiding particulate
sensor development.
IH/OH regulations have had a strong influence upon commercial, particulate
monitoring instrument development and user adoption. Regulatory changes
have historically been slower than the pace of technology innovation, which
impacts both the market for and adoption of new technologies.

There is a demand for improved ease of use for both the worker and the
IH/OH professional.
Practical concerns over the usability of large pumps, batteries, and filter-based
sensing devices are driving the development of smaller formats for easier, dayto-day use by workers.
The ability to wirelessly connect devices through Wi-Fi and Bluetooth® is poised
to dramatically improve the ease of sensor data collection and monitoring in
real-time by IH/OH professionals.
The availability of improved user interfaces (e.g., touch screens) is also driving
incremental format changes and making instrument use more intuitive for the
worker.

Consumer particulate monitors are driving awareness, but they are not
yet professional-grade.
Highly publicized, direct-read instruments aimed at consumers are driving
consumer awareness about particulate hazard monitoring. To address the
consumer market, unique formats and applications for particulate sensing are
being developed. Simple, smartphone-enabled, small-form consumer products
are coming to market and offer potential improvements for device ease of use.
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Particulate Sensing – Trends
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Personal Devices
Workplace Focus
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However, current consumer particulate sensing devices do not meet the
accuracy and reliability levels required by IH/OH and will likely not do so in the
near future. Generally, consumer-based particulate sensing systems are only
capable of total particle count, not sophisticated extrapolations in particle size.
Consumer units often lack rigorous testing, regulatory compliance, or efficacy
measures. Calibration, durability, and accurate data interpretation are also
concerns that will need to be addressed in consumer particulate monitors before
the monitors can compare to state-of the art platforms available to IH/OH
professionals.

Technology Trends
Sensor Performance Trends
Typically, IH/OH instruments are only capable of calculating particle
count (e.g., mass, size, and concentration).
State-of-the-art particle sensors cannot characterize the individual makeup of
the particles in the air, only particle concentration. Determining particle identity/
chemistry is a challenge that continues to predominantly require laboratorybased analysis.

Sensor combinations (e.g., particulate and chemical) may give a more
complete air quality picture, but they are still emerging.
Particle sensors can only give limited information about the composition of the
air within a given work space, so some organizations like NASA are working
to leverage the combination of other sensors types (e.g., chemical sensors) to
more accurately and comprehensively qualify and quantify an environment for
airborne hazards and overall quality.

Real-time sensor platforms (e.g., optical sensors) are evolving to meet
the practical needs of industry.
The growth of alternative, fast-response, reduced-size sensor platforms (e.g.,
optical sensors) has been fueled by a need for improved, daily used, particulate
monitoring instruments.
Many of these real-time, direct-read instruments are nonstandard and used as
day-to-day screening tools that accompany reference standard methods.
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Use Trends
Real-time, direct-read instruments are screening tools often used to
augment traditional, filter-based system reference methods.
Reference method standards for particulate monitoring have been slow to
adapt to changing technology capabilities. In response, users have looked to
nonreference, direct-read, real-time instruments as quick screening tools for
day-to-day measurements and, for example, to help determine if a full reference
method measurement is warranted.
Reference methods are often not suited for daily use or quick-response
scenarios, so it is not uncommon to see organizations use both direct-read,
nonreference and reference method instruments at the same time.

Device networking, via Wi-Fi, and close-proximity device connectivity,
via Bluetooth®®, are improving ease of use.
Emerging, Internet-connected instruments allow for constant data uploading
over wide geographies. Such connectivity provides some immediate, practical
benefits for workers, who do not have to stop and upload sensor data, and the
IH professionals, who do not need to be within the immediate vicinity of the
instrument to collect data.
Device-to-device connectivity (through technologies like Bluetooth®® and
ZigBee®) are also just beginning to enable communication between instruments
and mobile devices (or other dedicated readers like computers). Technologies
like Bluetooth®® can provide more affordable and easy-to-use communications
between smart devices on a local scale (e.g., within the same building or work
zone). The use of networked devices and real-time data collection is likely
to grow substantially in the future if adequate communication protocols,
interoperability standards, and data security issues can be addressed.
Cloud computing is also just beginning to impact IH/OH procedures by providing
much more computational power for near-real-time statistical analysis and data
visualization. This capability improves sensor data analytics and interpretation,
and provides it in remote locations.

Ultrafine and nanoparticulate sensors address monitoring regimes that
traditional particle instruments cannot, and active sensor research is
ongoing.
Ultrafine particles are often byproducts of chemical reactions or combustions
(used for detecting hazards like exhaust), while nanoparticulates are most
often products of man-made industrial applications. Nanoparticulate sensor
performance needs are less understood. While relatively limited compared to
traditional particulate monitoring, monitoring for ultrafine and nanoparticles is
emerging.
Workplace exposure limits for traditional particle sensors are often based on
mass (per unit volume); however, because of their unique size and properties,
there remains uncertainty about whether nanoparticle size counts should be
measured by surface area or mass.
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Format Trends
Direct-read, particulate sensing instruments are gradually becoming less
cumbersome for day-to-day use in the workplace.
Although there are portable, personal particulate devices available that can, for
example, clip to a worker’s belt, many are still heavy and cumbersome due to
multiple components (e.g., batteries, pumps, and hoses). Emerging devices are
reducing format sizes by reducing the size of peripheral components.
Not all direct-read instruments need a shift to smaller, portable formats
to enable easier, day-to-day use. Some instruments (e.g., larger stationary
units used for long-term work environment monitoring) are instead being
connected to the Internet to enable a constant stream of data monitoring and
interpretation for an entire collection of devices, regardless of the location of
the IH/OH professional.

Improved user interfaces like touch screen and simple instrument displays
are helping to provide workers with easier to use particulate monitors.
Newer formats are incorporating more intuitive user interfaces (e.g., touch
screens) and design elements (e.g., color displays) that come from mobile and
modular devices in other fields (e.g., consumer applications). These interfaces are
making their way into particulate monitoring systems.
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Status and Examples
Particulate Hazard Sensing - Technology Overview
Established
Formats

Performance

Early Commercial

Emerging

Stationary and desktop
sampling

Smaller, personal, direct-read,
portable devices

Handheld/pocket size
personal and direct-read,
portable devices

Personal, portable devices
using standard filtration/
cyclone systems, an air pump,
and large format batteries

Touch screen displays and
simple user interfaces

Real-time, direct-read, and
filter systems combined into
a single format

Referenced performance
standards (e.g., particle
size/cut rate, flow rate, and
concentration) for each
project’s need

Direct-read, air sample
measurements and analysis
time requiring seconds or
minutes

Network-enabled and
-connected devices all
linked through a central hub
(e.g., cloud)

Reference method air sample
measurements and lab
analysis time requiring days
or weeks

Early network-enabled (e.g.,
Wi-Fi) and locally connected
(e.g., Bluetooth®) for data
download

Sensor combinations
added in addition to
particulates (e.g., VOC and
accelerometers)

Direct-read, air sample
measurements (often
nonreference) used for
“prescreening,” day-today due to ease of use,
and reference instruments
used for compliance when
warranted

Continuous, real-time
monitoring and statistical
analysis across units over
all geographies, not just
between local, paired
devices

Data download through
wired/USB ports

Uses

Air samples collected per
reference standard and sent
to a lab for analysis

Device pairing enabling rapid
data upload
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The following are some select technology and product examples that have been
chosen to illustrate the kind of monitoring capabilities and formats that are available
or emerging.

Established
TSI’s SidePak™ Personal Aerosol Monitor AM510 is a belt-mounted photometer.
AeroQual’s dust meter is a portable air sampler with an internal storage of data
onboard. It is a nonreference method.
Thermo Scientific’s wearable monitor gives gives continuous results in 15- to
30-minute increments..

Early Commercial
TSI’s AeroTrak™ is a handheld and portable, direct-read particle counter for
continuous monitoring. It can be combined with temperature/humidity sensors. Color
displays and touch screens enable more intuitive use by the worker. Data uploads can
be done based on wire-connected USB ports.
TSI’s DustTrak™ Aerosol Monitor is a real-time monitor. Data uploads are done
through cloud connections that enable networking and monitoring of multiple units
remotely.

Emerging
RTI’s MicroPEM is a portable, wearable air particulate sensor and accelerometer. It
has an onboard pump, interchangeable filters and impactor stages for various cut
points and a nephelometer determines concentration. Data uploads can be done
through wireless connection to mobile devices.

A public-private partnership success story in dust
monitors
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Respirable coal dust is one of the most serious occupational hazards in the mining
industry. NIOSH and Thermo Scientific worked in partnership for nearly a decade to
develop and release one of the most advanced, real-time, continuous, respirable dust
and exposure level monitors available at the time—PDM3600 personal dust monitor which is still being updated and improved.

Emerging Particulate Hazards
Nanoparticulates
Nanoparticulate hazards are an emerging concern, and appropriate
sensor developments are being paced by the rate at which comprehensive
exposure limits can be developed.
Few occupational exposure limits exist specifically for nanomaterials. The
science behind understanding the health impacts of nanoparticles is very
complex and still emerging, so establishing exposure and monitoring regulations
is challenging. To date, OSHA has adopted a recommendation for nanoparticles
like titanium dioxide (TiO2), carbon nanotubes/nanofibers, and others based on
NIOSH RELs; however, recommendations like these are limited to only a few
hazards.
NIOSH, in addition to other groups (e.g., ANSI, ASME, IEEE, ISO, NIST, and OSHA),
is tasked with leading the National Nanotechnology Initiative. Such agencies are
also funding nanoparticulate sensor development through various programs. For
funding, regulations, and requirements, many sensor developers and industry
observers look to government agencies for support and guidance.
Even with few, formally published regulations, instrument manufacturers like
TSI, GRIMM Aerosol, and Philips have offered a limited selection of nanoparticle
monitors for the last ~5–10 years. Even with a growing demand for nanoparticle
monitoring, the number of new product offerings has been low, as the health
science and measurement technology in this area still requires substantial
development.

Nanoparticulate sensors are not widely used and tend to be laboratorygrade devices.
The technology for accurately measuring nanoparticulates is sophisticated
and can be significantly different than traditional particle sensors. Commercial
instruments tend to be laboratory-scale systems that are predominantly used to
support research activities as opposed to general, day-to-day use.

Nanoparticulate
hazards primarily
refer to reactive
or nonreactive
particles that have
a diameter between
approximately 1 and
100 nanometers (nm),
as defined by NIOSH
and the National
Nanotechnology
Initiative. Ultrafine
particles are defined as
having a diameter of
< 100 nm.
Nanoparticles are
often considered a
subset of ultrafine
particles.
AIHA survey
results indicate
that addressing
nanoparticle hazards
is one of the top
future priorities for
the IH/OH community.
The lack of available
nanoparticulate
monitoring
technologies is
perceived to be one
of the biggest IH/OH
sensing technology
gaps today.
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Status and Examples
Nanoparticulates Hazard Sensing - Technology Overview
The following are some select technology and product examples that have been
chosen to illustrate the kind of monitoring capabilities and formats that are available
or emerging.

Established
GRIMM Aerosol’s NANO-5705-5706 stationary nanoparticle counter and sizer

Early Commercial
TSI’s NanoScan SMPS portable, real-time, nanoparticle sizer spectrometer

Emerging
CANTOR MEMS Cantilever based nanoparticle detector promises a low cost, and
portable device for real-time monitoring.

Although research
helps to better
characterize
nanoparticle
properties,
nanoparticle
impacts are not fully
understood at this
time. Studies indicate
that potential health
implications extend
beyond the respiratory
system to include
particle migration into
internal organs, and
different dermal and
ingestion exposure
pathways.
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Implications
IH/OH applications and regulations are heavily imbedded in particulate
hazard monitoring.
The opportunities and barriers for improved sensing and instrument
technologies in this area will come, for the foreseeable future, from the IH/OH
community and the IH/OH commercial sensor marketplace.
The science behind the health impacts of particulate hazards, particularly
nanoparticle hazards, is still emerging. The IH/OH community (including
multiple governmental agencies and initiatives) is at the forefront of this active
area of research and will need to remain so if advanced and reliable sensing
technologies are to evolve in response to these hazards.
The smaller format, ease-of-use, and quick sampling needs of the IH/OH
community have been driving the adoption of faster, direct-read instruments
and are now driving the development of device-to-device connectivity and
more intuitive user interfaces. These trends will continue and are expected to
become “must haves” for commercial particulate monitors, even if they are for
nonreference methods.
The IH/OH community and sensors/instrument developers may be able to look
to other sectors (e.g., consumer, environmental, and industrial) for examples of,
and enabling technologies for, simpler user interfaces and viable approaches to
incorporating the latest in data connectivity and computation. However, more
so than other hazard monitoring arenas, the vision for particulate monitoring
technology and how all of the components and regulations come together will
have to come from the IH/OH community if relevant technology advances are to
become available and adopted.

Envisioning Future Opportunities
"How might the evolution of regulations enable more rapid
acceptance of the latest direct-read particle monitors as
approved reference methods?
"How can the IH/OH community support and expand the
understanding of health impacts related to nanoparticles, and
the development of nanoparticle monitoring technologies?
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Physical Hazard Sensing
Introduction
Monitoring for physical hazards has been led by the IH/OH sector for some time, and
like particulate sensing, physical sensing trends have been centered largely around IH/
OH drivers. Given the breadth of technologies and applications, this section focuses
on the state of sensing technology for some of the physical hazards most commonly
monitored by IH/OH practitioners.
Physiological stress monitoring, or biomonitoring, is notable in that, unlike
other indirect proxy sensing (like gas, particulate, noise, vibration) this kind of
sensing seeks to directly monitor the human response to a hazard. So, beyond
simple monitoring, the advances in sensing and the advances in the science of
understanding physiological responses can go hand in hand. Moreover, this area
is seeing shifts in technology adoption that are worth noting.
Noise hazard detection and protection are detailed because it is the most
common and established type of physical hazard monitoring.
Other physical hazard sensing, including vibration, ergonomics, and force/
impact, are much less frequent and are only covered in an overview or cursory
fashion.

Stress

Physical hazards
include ergonomic,
noise, vibration, stress
(thermal, exertion,
etc.) and accidents
(man-down, human/
machine, etc.)
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Vibration
Because vibration is
the least frequently
monitored physical
hazard (based on the
AIHA member survey),
vibration sensors see
limited use in safety
assessments for
specialty applications
or job functions. Small
format accelerometers
are most common.

Stress as it relates to
human physiological
parameters (breath/
heart rate, temperature,
etc.) is one of the most
rapidly growing areas of
physical monitoring (also
called biomonitoring).
Electrical, impedance and
optical sensors are most
common.

Noise

Ergonomics

AIHA survey results
indicated that noise is one
of the most frequently
monitored physical
hazards. Microphone
dosimeters and noise
cancelling formats
dominate.

The use of sensors for
ergonomics monitoring
(like pressure mapping,
force levels, etc.) is
much less common than
noise and stress sensing,
especially for continuous
monitoring. Force and
motion sensors are most
common.

Force/Impact
Impacts are also
an infrequently
monitored physical
hazard, according to
survey respondents.
Body-worn sensors
(accelerometers, minigyros, and force) or
remote motion sensors
can be used.
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Stress Response Sensing
Drivers
We're seeing slow but
steady interest using
wearables in industrial
settings. The biggest
impediment at this
time are the devices
themselves. Few are
intrinsically safe and
made to handle the
tough work demands
required by those
clients.
- Leading wearable
technology R&D firm,
Head of Customer Success

Military and first responder agencies are funding early-stage
development, especially for wearable formats. Examples include:
Improved protective clothing and smart uniforms are being investigated by
groups like the U.S. Army to improve location tracking and robust physiological
monitoring of soldiers.
NASA and the European Space Agency are also testing wearables that can
effectively measure exercise muscle exertion and physiological measures of
astronauts in space.

Consumer applications, especially for fitness and lifestyle products, are
driving widespread use and cost reduction of basic biometric monitors
(e.g., heart rate)
The scale of commercial interest is expected to help drive down unit costs,
which could bring more cost effective components into other nonconsumer
segments.

Early adopters in health care and elite professional sports are bringing
more scientific rigor and accuracy to sensors and devices
Health care applications continue to increase interest in, and funding for,
accurate and clinically compatible biomonitors—although market research
indicates that sports applications are being targeted more heavily than health
care. This is likely because health care products are governed by more stringent
performance and regulatory requirements, even though the cost per unit can be
higher in health care applications.

Technology Trends
Sensor Performance Trends
Commercial sensor developers are just now beginning to demand sensor
validation and performance testing
Popular consumer devices, like FitBit, an optical heart rate sensor, are coming
under major scrutiny and litigation because of device accuracy. This is spurring
some organizations to begin investing in improved sensor accuracy even for
consumer devices. Bioimpedance sensors like those found in chest strap heart
rate monitors have proven more accurate than optical sensors, but the FDA
does not regulate these devices. Device fit and proper use are also important
factors that will need to be addressed to ensure accuracy and efficacy of these
monitors.
The health care sector is investing more heavily in wearable biometric monitors
for use by patients outside the clinic, which is also forcing sensor manufacturers
to seek third-party, independent testing to validate accuracy of their devices.
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Use Trends
One of the biggest commercial success stories in physical monitoring has
come from the rise in use of portable/wearable heart rate monitors
The current trend is toward improving the aesthetics and comfort of heart rate
monitoring devices. Devices like the Adidas heart rate shirt (with a price of
<US$70) is an example.
The scale of commercial interest is expected to help drive down unit costs,
which could bring more cost effectiveness into other nonconsumer segments.

The industry is seeing more multisensor combinations
Multisensor (optical heart rate, accelerometers, temperature, pressure, etc.)
monitor products are emerging but are more expensive (US$199 - $400) than
single-parameter devices.

Format Trends
Emerging device formats are one of the most significant changes to
physiological monitoring:
Aesthetics (an infusion of fashion design and appeal)
Comfort (e.g., chest strap monitors being replaced by shirts with sewn-in
sensors)
Ease of use (reducing battery size, reducing or eliminating wires, etc.)

Wearables like watches have seen the greatest format adoption
In addition to watch style monitors that dominate the consumer sector, newer
formats like earbuds, which can include multiple sensors (e.g., heart rate) are
also gaining in popularity.
Although formats like garments (e.g., shirts with attached or embedded sensors)
have received a tremendous amount of hype in popular press, their commercial
adoption continues to trail other formats due to ease of use and ease of care
issues. If garment style sensors can prove effective, and match the accuracy of
chest strap monitors, their popularity may rise.
Smart textiles (i.e., woven/integrated sensing fibers) are still nascent, with first
responders and military organizations taking the lead on development of these
technologies.

Military applications remain focused on solving fundamental challenges
Development is focused on significantly reducing weight, reducing power
requirements and battery size/formats, and eliminating or simplifying wiring for
electrical sensors.

As far as analytics
go, we see the
first step in using
connected devices is
for monitoring and
alerting, but wearables
add new data that
can alter work orders,
processes or impact
when equipment or
staff are scheduled.
So the second step
will eventually be
prediction.
- Leading wearable
technology R&D firm,
Head of Customer Success

Groups like the French (FELIN), UK (Centre for Defense Enterprise), and U.S.
Army have been highly active in format size reduction to enable the use of more
sophisticated sensor and electronics systems for their soldiers.
Research efforts include energy harvesters for lighter battery needs and smart
textiles for cable reductions.
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Status and Examples
Stress Response Sensing - Technology Overview
Established
Numerous large portable/wearable heart rate monitors, pressure/forces sensors
Handheld/portable, noncontinuous monitors for temperature, blood pressure, noise
Sophisticated lab-based equipment for health care professionals (EKG, exertion/stress
testing)

Early Commercial
Adidas heart rate monitor formatted into t-shirts aims to increase ease of use and
comfort.
Sensoria measures movement and form of a person’s walk with pressure sensors and
accelerometers that are sewn into socks.
Valencell, a major consumer biomonitoring device company, is seeing an increased
demand for third-party independent testing of its sensors. These sensors are used in
leading consumer monitors (wristband, earbud, heart rate monitors).

Emerging
US Military Wearable Advanced Sensor Platform (WASP) system trials monitor
firefighters’ locations as well as physiological measures (heart rate, posture, activity
level, etc.).
Kazuhiro Taniguchi of Hiroshima City University is developing a Bluetooth® earbud
with a GPS, infrared sensor, gyrosensor and barometer for numerous human health
sensing applications.

Regarding the
adoption of wearables
into the industrial
setting, it's fair to say
it's very early days, but
the value is there and I
expect to see adoption
soon.
- Leading wearable
technology R&D firm,
Head of Customer Success
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Ohmatex attached oxygen sensors to leggings to monitor astronauts’ muscle activity
during exercise.

Noise Sensing and Protection
Drivers
Passive and active noise detection and control has been in use for
decades
The core technology for both noise detection and noise protection is well
established, with very few advancements to these technologies in recent years.
Current, widely adopted technologies meet the basic IH/OH needs of most
workplaces.

IH/OH applications for noise sensors and related regulations are one of
the primary drivers in the industry.
IH/OH applications and standards created a market for active noise reduction
headsets decades ago and are currently used to varying degrees across different
sectors.
Consumer markets and applications have trailed IH/OH uses, with components
and formats largely following the technology developed for industrial
applications.

The most sophisticated noise detection and control systems are driven by
niche applications
Highly dangerous work environments, where hearing and communication are
essential (e.g., offshore oil and gas operations), need the most advanced noise
sensors and protection systems. Thus, these sectors have driven many recent
advances in noise protection and monitoring technology.
Due to high cost, the most sophisticated noise control, detection, and
communication systems are limited to niche applications. Historically, general
industry applications have not warranted investment in advanced systems for
the average worker.

Technology Trends
Performance Trends
Improving fit testing of workers’ noise protection devices is a more
common path to improved performance today than significant
improvements in sensing
Performance follows tiered use scenarios
High-performance protection systems include amplification, sounds dampening,
detection, and communications, and cost thousands of dollars versus industrystandard systems which are hundreds of dollars.
Lower-cost monitoring instruments ($500 - $800) like portable dosimeters are
the most common devices that continue to be used today.
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Use Trends
“Hearing-protection
fit testing is a big
trend we are seeing
in the field and there
is still room for more
awareness. We have
seen up to 50% of
workers in some
companies not having
appropriately fitting
hearing protection
devices.”
- Theresa Y. Schulz, PhD,
Lt. Col. USAF (Retired),
Hearing Conservation
Manager for Honeywell
Industrial Safety

There are effectively two tiers of noise sensing and protection use
scenarios
Common monitoring practice uses for workplace IH/OH include state-of-theart noise level testing via dosimeters on location and in close proximity to the
worker. Typical noise protection includes active noise cancellation and passive
dampening at the ear. Both monitoring and protection technologies for IH/OH
follow established “gold-level” standards.
The most sophisticated noise sensing/protection technologies, which can cost
a few thousand dollars each, are primarily used in oil and gas operations (often
offshore systems), and first responder and military applications. Typically, only
these niche applications use these advanced technologies.

Format Trends
Formats have been established in IH/OH and other sectors follow
Formats for dosimeters continue to be portable/handheld and wearable with
little recent change. Noise protection formats have largely remained unchanged
for IH/OH.
Early commercial noise monitoring systems are attempting to use smart phones
for low-fidelity devices and applications. Active noise cancelling systems
traditionally used in industrial settings are now being installed in consumer
product formats like earbuds.

Extremely small format “in ear dosimeters” are the latest in noise
detection
In ear dosimeters were developed to better test noise levels directly in the
worker’s ear, but the technology has not seen wide commercial adoption.
Industry experts suggested that regulations call for measurements outside, not
inside, the ear.

Smartphone use in noise detection
Smartphones (and dedicated microphones plugged into smartphones) for use as
noise detectors continue to gain popularity. Given the ubiquity of smartphones in
the workplace, in 2013, NIOSH conducted a comprehensive studies evaluating over
190 noise detection apps to identify a small set that met relevant criteria. Although
challenges such as data privacy were cited, the results suggested that certain apps
may be appropriate for use in occupational noise measurements.
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Advances in Physical Hazard Sensing
Accident monitoring is an important but infrequently used practice, according to
the AIHA survey. Additionally, because much of the core sensing (motion, force, etc.)
technologies used for accident monitoring are covered in other parts of this section,
accident monitoring has not been described here in detail. The use of sensors to
monitor and improve ergonomic safety and vibration are less common than other
physical hazard monitoring technologies; however, there are some format and use
trends worth noting.

Ergonomic Monitoring
Force sensors and accelerometers are two of the more common sensors that can be
used for on-the-job applications like pressure sensing, position mapping, movement,
and grip testing of workers. Early commercial instruments utilizing such sensors
continue to trend toward smaller formats that enable more continuous, on-the-job
monitoring as opposed to individual and/or qualitative assessments.

Examples
NextGen Ergonomics – Pressure Sensor Pads
http://www.nexgenergo.com/ergonomics/BodiTrak.html
TekScan – Pressure Sensor Grip Strength Stick
https://www.tekscan.com/applications/ergonomic-grip-assessment
Georgia Tech – Wrist-worn Accelerometer Repetitive Motion Monitor
http://www.atrp.gatech.edu/PT-Fall-2012/24-3-p5.html

Vibration Monitoring
Robust and small, flexible-format vibration monitors, originally developed for
machine health monitoring, have long been used to monitor worker health (vibration
exposure). During work place operations, vibration exposure is carefully monitored,
using international standards, to help prevent specific vibration-induced conditions
such as Raynaud’s phenomenon. Although the underlying sensors have not changed
much, the formats and their uses vary based on the monitoring application.

Examples
Enfonic – Whole Body Vibration Monitor Pad
http://www.enfonic.com/type-4447-whole-body.html?___store=ireland
BKSV – Vibration Sensor Stick
http://www.bksv.com/applications/occupationalhealth/humanvibration
Reactec’s – Wrist-worn, cloud-based vibration monitor
http://www.reactec.com/how_it_works
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Implications
IH/OH applications and regulations have directly shaped the technologies
available for physical hazard monitoring.
With the exception of stress/biomonitoring, the opportunities and barriers
for improved sensing and instrument technologies in this area will, for
the foreseeable future, emerge from the IH/OH community and the IH/OH
commercial sensor marketplace.
Changes in the sensing technologies and formats available for biomonitoring
provide the potential for a positive impact on IH/OH physical hazard
monitoring. Because of the increased interest by consumers as well as early
technology funders (military) and scientific validators (health care), improved
biometric monitoring capabilities and wearable device formats are likely to be
commercialized in the near term, which could have a positive impact on new
technologies/systems for worker health monitoring. This is a unique area where
advances in the sensing technologies used for direct monitoring can also assist
advances in the science of understanding worker health.
IH/OH should look to advanced biomonitoring developments where scientific
rigor is being applied to validate efficacy and reliability.
Other hazard sensing technologies are mature and/or have had little
development even within the IH/OH application spaces. There are few external
drivers or sources for new physical sensing technologies that will have any
immediate implications for IH/OH.

Envisioning Future Opportunities
How might IH/OH begin setting their own “rules for use” of
these devices in the future workplace (e.g., standard software,
approved devices, third-party validation testing)?
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The Future of Sensors
Engaging the IH Community
As described in previous sections, there are many current and emerging hazard
monitoring technologies that could be made more accessible and suitable to IH
professionals. Additionally, the convergence of technology advances and market
drivers in other sectors has enabled many advances in sensing components and
systems with the potential to improve the functionality and lower the costs of
human health and hazard detection monitoring. The time is now to leverage these
sensing technologies. To access these technologies and accelerate their adoption,
barriers (e.g., lack of awareness; limited, direct IH applicability; limited market pull;
and lack of regulatory approvals) will need to be addressed. Working together,
various IH stakeholders can address these barriers with better education, enhanced
IH community and cross-sector coordination, and collective efforts to create market
pull and develop sound and responsive regulations. As illustrated in the Envisioning
Future Opportunities summary at the end of each hazard sensing section, the
community can begin to ask “How might we…?” questions. Collectively, the IH
community can begin to frame appropriate priorities and actions for each area of
hazard detection—biological, chemical, particulate, and physical—and think through
broader technology adoption issues as well.

Envisioning Future Opportunities
The IH community is strengthened by its many unique and
diverse stakeholder perspectives. To engage these perspectives
and accelerate the adoption of sensing technologies, AIHA is
committed to educating the IH community and taking steps
to expand a productive dialogue about the future of sensing
for IH. Beginning with this Protecting Worker Health through
Sensor Technologies initiative and report, AIHA is planning
a series of ongoing efforts to bring stakeholders together on
this topic. We welcome and encourage your participation so
that as a community of stakeholders committed to protecting
worker health, we can help decide how best to accelerate
the adoption of the most promising and appropriate sensing
technologies in the next few years and beyond. For further
information or to learn more please visit www.AIHA.org.
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